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A B S T R A C T
The methods of investigation in the present work deal with: 
firstly the calculation of the frequencies of vibration of the 
different modes of extensional vibrations both radial and torsional 
of circular, solid and annular, plates as predicted by Love’s theory. 
These are experimentally examined and empirical rules governing the 
frequencies are evolved. Secondly, the physical form of the 
vibration at the different calculated resonant frequencies is 
observed. This is carried out either by investigating the position 
of the nodal and antinodal regions on the vibrating surface or by 
investigating the distribution of stress inside the body of the 
vibrator.
Three methods of observations have been used, namely, the 
interference method and this gives a measurement of displacements 
in the normal direction to the plate surface, together v/ith an exact 
measurement of the surface amplitudes of the vibrating plato.
Chapter IX is dealing wi.th amplitude measurements-
The powder method and it will be shown that it gives indication 
of both vertical and horizontal displacements.
The third method used for the present investigation gives the 
stress distribution within the specimen provided the specimen is 
sufficiently thin*
It is shown that it is generauLly unreasonable to expect 
any one method of observation to give a reliable solution to 
the type of motion and to the mode of vibrating body. The 
three methods together should be used in order to give a sound 
information about the vibrating motion; otherwise a misleading 
representation of the state of vibration is likely to arise.
A practical agreement has been found between the theoretical 
and observed patterns for the second and third methods of 
investigation. The interference method did not offer a good 
correlation between theoretical and observed patterns; since 
it is always coupled to flexural modes of particular symmetry. 
However, the method gives an exact measurement of the surface 
amplitudes. The measurements require no calibration.
-7-
CHAPTER 1
CRYSTAL STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF QUARTZ
(1.1). Introduction
Quartz is found in great many varieties in the rocks of all 
ages and of nearly every type. Quartz minerals are found widelyf
distributed throughout the entire world. The crysta^ine quartz 
minerals generally have their hœie in volcanic rocks, or are 
closely associated with them.
Quartz crystals were among the very first to be seriously 
examined and analysed by man* In fact, quartz crystal has 
received more attention than any other mineral form, and as early 
as 1885î its crystallography was fully investigated.
(1.2). Cry6ta11ographic structure of quartz.
No more instructive example exists of the principles of 
crystalline symmetry, both symmetrical and physical than quartz.
A perfect crystal of quartz may be considered to consist of a 
central hexagonal prisnatic block terminated by hexagonal pyramids, 
The pyramidal surfaces are not all similar; but alternate ones 
arco Fig. 1.1. shows an idealized quartz crystal where faces 
marked ra are prism faces, while at either end the hexagonal 
prism is terminated by six rhcsnbohedral faces, which consist of
îS" U 1
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two sets of three alternate’ faces, which consist of major 
rhcmbohedron symbolized as R , and the second set, the faces 
being less developed and less bright designated as negative or 
minor rhonbohedron, and are symbolized as r faces.
Some natural quartz crystals have small trapezohedral 
faces to the left, These two types of crystals are called 
right-handed and left-handed respectively. Also some quartz 
crystals have esnall trigonal bipyramidal faces at the right 
and left hand corners of the positive rhcmbohedral faces 
respectively and are symbolized as s . Fig. 1.2. shows the 
right and left-handed quartz crystal. Fig. 1.5« shows a top 
view of right and left-lianded quartz crystal. It is clear 
therefore that the symmetry about the axis joining the vertices 
of the pyramids is not hexagonal but trigonal, i.e. it is 
necessary to rotate the crystal 120^  and not 60^ about the 
z-axis before the pattern is repeated. This axis is also called 
the optic-axiso Ihis Z-axis is of the type called a "screw- 
axis" the SiO^ groups occupy positions which wind themselves 
progressively about this axis, and according to this spirql 
nature the crystal may be left-handed or right-handed.
Three other similar axes of digonal symmetry occur in the 
crystal of regular hexagonal cross-section, joining the middle 
points of opposite prisa amgles. These are known as the x-azcs
-10-
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hanrlsr quarts crj/stal.
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or the electric axes* The positive direction of the x-axis is 
taken tou^ ards the end which shows positive electrification on the 
application of positive stress (tension) along the axis.
The third direction which forms an orthogonal axial system 
with the optic^axis and the electric axes is known as the y«=*axis. 
The quarts crystals possess neither a plane nor a centre of 
symmetry-
(1o3)o Physical and chemical properties of auarts.
..... ■ -n ■ I ■■   ,  . -II,--I — n , -r- ■ iri i  in— — i
Quartz is described as silicon dioxide (SiO^). It 
crystallizes in a hard brittle glass like$ six sided prias 
usually only with one set of pyramidal terminations. Its 
physical hardness is7on the Moha* scale, the specific gravity of 
the purest quarts is 2.65* Its melting point is 1?50^C .
Quartz under atmospheric pressure is called Cst «quarts or low» 
temperature quartz. «quarts when heated above 575°C , it 
changes to ^«quartz or high»temperature quarts. ^  «quartz is 
insoluble in all acids except hydrofloric acid^ but dissolves in 
hot alkalies.
When (X «quarts is heated gradually it expands at a sliglitly 
increasing rate up to 573^0 at which point a sudden increase takes 
place in its dimensions and the three fold symmetry changes to a 
six fold symmetry g due to a rearrangement of molecular or atomic 
structure.
'*12—
. Quartz is both doubly refracting and optically active o As 
quarts is uniaxial, it is doubly refracting or biréfringent along 
all directions other than the optic axis, whilst it is optically 
active in the direction of the optic axis.
(1o4)o Piezo-electricity and its applications.
Since the present work is based on the property called 
"pieao«electricity” ; a brief review of this phenosiinon and its 
discovery is given here.
Han’s earliest production of an electrical effect came 
through the agency of mechanical forces. In Europe in the 
eighteenth century, it was knom that tourmaline when heated 
displayed the property of showing opposite polarities at the two 
ends of the crystal.
In I88P5J. and P. Curie discovered that certain hemihedral 
crystals developed electrical charges on their surfaces when 
subjected to mechanical stress.• Positive and negative charges 
were developed at the ends of the polar axes. Fieso-electricity 
was the name proposed by Hanlcel for the phenomena to distinguish 
it from pyro-electricity.
The phenomena of piezo-electricity are grouped into direct 
and indirect effects. The direct effects include all developments 
of electric 4charges on the application of mechanical stress, and 
the indirect effects includes all the changes in shape due to the
13-
application of electric field in certain directions in the crystals. 
This latter is called also the converse effect. It was predicted 
in 1881 by Lippmann. It was shortly discovered sifterw^ds in the 
case of quarts by the brothers Curie. In a later paper they 
showed that the piezo-electric coeficient of quartz had the same 
value for the converse as for the direct effect. The piezo­
electric effects were first observed in the following crystals; 
quartz^ tourmaline, zinc blende, sodium chlorate, tartaric acid, 
cane-sugar, and sodium chloride. Later it was discovered that 
the effect can appear in many other crystals that lack a centre 
of symmetry except in those belonging to the class 432-0 or 
crystals that have one or more polar axes or directions.
The applications of these effects are numerous. Some of 
the important applications of these include the control of 
frequency of radio-transmitters and clocks, the detection of under­
water obstructions, wrecks or submarines, the piezo-electric 
telephone and the gramophone pick up.
By suitable electric circuits, piezo-electric resonators 
may be made to control clocks and it is interesting to notice that 
a change in frequency of 1 in 10^ corresponds to an error of one 
second in about 12 days.
(1.5)'* Cuts and types of motion
With the recent extended use of quartz crystals for
-14-
oscillators and electrical circuits, has come a need for a 
comprehensive view of various types of crystal cuts. The 
precision of orientation and the mechanical processes involved 
in the production of vibrators, help to determine their behaviour 
as circuit elements.
The vibrator can be in a form of a bar, a rectangular plate, 
a circular disc or a ring-, The particular use for which the 
vibrator is designed determines the directions in relation to the 
crystal axesc. Pig. 1.4 shows some of the common cuts. The 
motion of the -«/ibrator is determined almost wholly by its dimen­
sions and the particular type of wave generated, or frequency 
applied and very little upon the driving system if the coupling of
the driving is small. In case of quartz the coupllr^ between the
electric and mechanical systems is small and-hence we may study
the motion of vibrators without always considering the effect of
changes due to the method of excitation*
The cliief types of vibration are
(1) compressional (called also longitudinal)
(^ } flemral
(3) shear and
(4) torsion.
In compressional vibrations, the motion of the vibrating 
particles is parallel to the direction of propagation of the wave.
15^
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In shear vibrations the particles move in a direction 
normal to the direction of propagation.
Flexural vibrations involve a bending of the specimen*
They are swnetimes called lateral vibrations*
Torsional vibrations are those in which a relative angular 
displacement about a particular axis takes place between adjacent 
cross-sections•
These types of vibrations in circular, solid and emnular 
plates concern us in the present studies.
17-
chapter II
GENERAL REVIEW OF THE
According to Blot (1816)^ Galileo employed sand to detect 
nodal positions. Birch (1756) states that Hooke used flour to 
show movement of air set up by his vibrating glass bell and also 
employed a bow to excite the bell.
The basic experimental facts about the free vibrations of 
a thin elastic plate will always be associated with the name of 
Chladni. The originality of Chladni’s experiments depended 
upon the doîtble circumstgmces that he employed the bow to excite 
his plates, and used tbe best powder for revealizig sonic 
frequencies, namely "fine" sand, in order to obtain his nodal 
figures. It will not be out of place to mention that oven 
before Chladni’s experimental work became known in 1787» the theory 
of vibrating two-dimensional systems had not remained entirely 
unnoticed by Euler and by Bernoulli# Later Kirchhoff (185O) 
developed a theory in connection with the nodal circles of the 
thin circular plates. Others, including Rits (1909) calculated 
the frequencies for numerous modes for square plates which wore 
then compared with Chladni’s figures and frequencies.
- 18-
Excitations of vibrations have been achieved by different 
methods, for example, in addition to the use of bowing by Chladni, 
Schulze (1907) excited a circular microscope coverslip, resting 
on a mesh, by using a Galton whistle beneath it.
Piezo-electric oscillators, to produce transverse (flexual), 
as distinct from longitudinal vibrations have been employed, for 
example, by Doerffler (1930), to excite the particular class of 
rectangular modes in which the nodal lines run parallel to the 
ends of specially cut quarts plates. Petrziliza (1932) studied 
flextfal vibrations in small circular tourmaline discs, cut normal 
to the optic axis, and excited piezo-olectrically.
Magnetostriction oscillators have been employed to produce 
vibrations. The various techniques which have been employed are 
described by many workers, such as. Wood and Smith (1933), Colwell 
and Brayant (1934) etc. In many of Colwell’s oxporioonts the 
plate was balanced in a central cone while the magnetostrictive 
rod made solid contact on the underside. At times (Colwell 1931)» 
the plate was rigidly fixed at the centre whi1.e the oscillating 
nail was pressed against the underside at any desired position.
This method cuts out antinodal modes and sometimes produces 
figures which do not represent normal modes. In Pavlik’s work 
(1936), with a plato which was small a stainless steal plate rested 
freely on a horizontal glass surface and an oscillating magnetic
- 19-
field of high frequency (20 kc/s - 490 Kc/e) was applied vertically 
from belowe
The resulting Chladni figures were normal * It can be 
noticed that neither the method of support noor the method of 
excitation introduces any distorsions. But when the plate became 
hot, their frequencies and possibly also the vibrating properties 
may be affected. Waller (1957,1949) while using differently 
shaped steel plates, excited flexural vibrations by contact with 
a piece of solid carbon dioxide.
According to Andrade and Smith (1951), powders only move 
towards the nodes when the conditions are such that they leave 
the surface and follow parabolic paths. According to Waller (1961), 
the essential mechanism which producesc,nodal lines depends upon 
the particles sliding rapidly along the surface without necessarily 
leaving it. For half of every vibration of the plate, vis. when 
it is above the equilibrium position, its acceleration is directed 
downwards. It is a maximum when the plate reaches its highest 
position. During these half periods the normal reaction between 
the plate and powder, and therefore the friction, is reduced or 
entirely removed and since the surface is convex, the powder slides 
’instantly’ to the nodal lines. In this context it is better to 
quote Raylt^gh (1894) "If a grain be situated ©IseWber© than at a 
node, it is made to jump by a sufficiently vigorous transverse
"20=.
motion o îhe result may be a movement either towards or from a
node; but after a succession of such jumps the grain ultimately 
finds its way to a node as the only place where it can remain 
undisturbed".
The observed patterns have agreed closely with theory in 
the case of fle^ Cural vibrations, although when the particular 
flexural mode under examination is coupled to another of slightly 
different natural frequency, the patterns are often distorted, 
in comparison with the investigation of flexural vibrations, the 
investigation of longitudinal vibrations by powder methods has 
been less successful.
Occasionally it is observed that for one of the modes of a 
bar of square cross-section the nodal lines, instead of running 
parallel to the ends, assume zig-zag orientations. The slightest 
filing of one end of the bar obliterates this anomalous result and 
the proper number of parallel lines again make their appearance. 
This effect is most likely caused by a coupling between one trans­
verse mode and a second mode of the same frequency at ri^t angles 
to it a In other words, the vibration is no longer that of a two- 
dimensional system. Such anomalous figures were also found by 
Savart (1820) and Strehlke (1855). In the case of a horizontal 
glass strip vibrating in the fundamental longitudinal mode, Savart 
found more than the solitary central node vhich ho expected from
r21-
theory. Also, the pattei*ns on the two sides of the glass strip 
were different from on another - the two sets of nodes alternating 
along the length, with a few exceptions. Savart*s work was 
repeated and commented upon by Tar quern (1858),
Much attention has been given to the theory of vibrations 
in quartz plates cut at various oblique angles with respect to the 
crystallographic axes, for the purpose of eliminating the effect© 
of temperature on frequency or of avoiding coupling effects of 
between different types of vibration. There is a discrepancy 
between the theoretical and the experimental results.
Harding and White (1929) were able to relate certain general 
types of lycopodium pattern to the air currents emitted fr<xa the 
corresponding faces of the quartz crystal block. The lycopodium 
method was also used by Wright and Stuart (1931) in the study of 
vibrations of rectangular and circular quartz plates, cut 
either normal to the X-axis or normal to a line in the xy-plane 
making an angle of 30^ with the x-axis. They examined some of the 
longitudinal modes of vibration and noticed that the nodes indicated 
by the lycopodium powder were not all of the same nature, as the 
powder tended to move along some of them only#
Longitudinal vibrations of quartz plates have been etudie<â 
by many workers including Petrizilka (1933)" He used both 
rectangular and circular z-cut plates, with electrodes so placed
— 22—
as to provide a driving field perpendicular to the z-axis. He 
identified, at suitable frequencies, the three vibrational modes 
predicted by theory. Using Z-cut tourmaline discs, Petrizilka 
(1932) showed the existence of Love’s dilational and rotational 
modes. The lycopodium patterns, however, were complex for the 
composite modes and showed too many modes. In the case of 
touTBjaline he also examined the flexural modes, v^ich should be the 
same as ihoso for isotropic discs. The nodes wore found to 
consist solely of diameters and circles as given by Kirchhoff’s 
theory (185O) but there was a great error in the frequencies.
Lorm (1937) while critically reviewing Petrizilka*e work, concluded 
that in the case y flexural vibrations of tourmaline, the error in 
the frequencies wore due to the fact that the crystals wore too 
thick for secondary effect (that is, rotational inertia) to bo 
ignored. He argued that for the longitudizial vibrations, both 
crystals, quarts and toumaline, wore thin enough for the froqaenoioe 
to be correct within the experimental errors. Purthoiraore, in the 
case of tourmaline, the errors were aggravated becauee of the 
inaccurate values for the elastic constants.
Wood (1933, 1961) gave a simple theory ’«àiich can explain 
the motion of smAll particles on a horizontal surface vibrating 
with any combination of horizontal and vertical displacements, 
where the experimental observations are in full agreement with
-23-
theory* He used the lycopodium powder method to find the nodes 
formed on Z-cut quarts discs vibrating with any combination of 
horizontal and vertical displacements* Be pointed out that, 
however, the use of this method alone can be misleading unless it 
is supported by another method such as multiple beam interferometry 
thus a discrimination between displacements parallel and normal to 
the vibrating horizontal surface can be reached,
Althou^ Brewster had recorded the stress-optic effect in 
crystals as early as I818, it was not until I889 that Pookels gave 
the mathematical theory for the effect* She argued that the 
changes in the optic parameters of the index ellipsiod were linear 
functions of the six components of stress or strain in the medium, 
and discussed the effect of the crystal symmetry on the n%s3bor of 
stress-optic coefficients required to express these relationships. 
Hontgen (I883) and Ehndt (I883) almost siraultaneouQly discovered a 
change in optical properties caused by an electric field which changée 
sign with the electric field, Pcckels (I89O) gave a mathematical 
theory showing a linear relation between the throe cccnpononts of 
electric polarization and the change in the optical porametoro.
Tawil (1926) placed his vibrating quartz plate along w.th a 
second compensating quartz plate, between a crossed polex'izor and 
analyser, 00 that the field was dark except when the resonator 
vibrated* Vibrations caused certain portions of the field to be
""24—
illuminated5 leaving the nodal regions dark* The effect arises 
from the rotation of the plane of polarization by the stressed 
quartz* Dae true rotatory power of uniaxial crystals is found 
to be unaffected by mechanical strain* Nevertheless, under 
certain types of strain the apparent rotatory power is changed, 
but this effect is due to the fact that the crystal becomes biaxial 
under the stress, so that there is double refraction in the 
direction of the original optic axis, in accordance with the . 
law of piezo-optics* The same effects would take place in 
optically inactive crystals* Herein lies the e^lanation of the 
optical effects recorded by Tawil*
Tsi Ze (1927) studied the mechanical and optical effects, 
using various optical methods* He also found a variation in the 
extraordinary refractive index, an effect lAich the symmetry of 
quarts does not allow, according toPockels*
Hoens and Verschaffeldt (192?) studied vibrating quartz 
using polarized light* An X-cut quartz plat© was mounted between 
crossed polariods and excited into vibrations along the x-axis*
The emergent li^t was examined by a spectxDmjto*, when observations 
made along the x- or y-axes, the ^ectr^un was found to be channelled 
by dark bands* These bands broadened and grew less distinct as 
the quartz vibrated* A very striking effect was noticed lAen 
observation was made along the z-axis* I^e to the rotatory
-25-
dispersion of quarts, a broad extinction band was observed in the 
middle of the spectrum* When the quartz was vibrated, the band 
becomes less distinct and moved bodily towards the red. By 
rotating the analyser the band could be restored to its original 
position. The fading of the bands was attributed to a change of 
birefrigence. They concluded that effect could not be produced 
by either a stress or a static electric field. Cady (1946) 
considered that the effect was due to the change in birefrigence 
under stress and not to a change in true rotatory power, this 
being unaffected by stress.
Tawil*8 experiments based on parallel plane polarised light 
were repeated by Petrizilka (1931). He, however, also made use 
of convergent polarized light. He discussed the effect of the 
electrical field and the vibrational motion on the optical 
properties of quarts. The method of observation, using conver­
gent polarized li^t, can only give an idea of the direction of 
principle stresses in very simple cases, because the observed 
figures are the integrated result of the transmission of the light 
through whole of the crystal.
Toi-3© Ny, Ling-Chao Tsien and Sun-Eung Fang (1956) studied 
hollow quartz cylinders cut along tîie optic axis. The hollow 
quaortz cylinders were excited to vibrate at five fundamental 
frequencies, corresponding to radial, circumferential, long%tudizuil,
■26.
torsional and transverse vibrations. The cylinders, vibrating 
at the fundamental frequencies, wore examined under polarised 
light and with lycopodium powder. They stated that for the same 
mode of vibration, identical polarized light patterns and lycopodium 
.figures of the general nature were obtained.
Kao (1935) examined a quartz plate by plane polarized light 
along the optic axis and ccenpensatad for the rotation of the plane 
of polarisation by reflecting the light back through the quarts.
When the crystal was excited by a field along the x«axis, it 
became illuminated in certain regions. This illumination was 
coloured. The colouration took the form of red and green spots 
in a regular alignment for high order modes. They Guggestod tliat 
even a slight lack in homogeneity in the crystal would upset the 
regularity of the red and green spots.
Eichhorn (1936) examined two quartz rods using stroboscopic 
Kerr cell illumination, synchronised to the vibration. These were 
excited flexurally in tho s-direction to the fundamental and first 
overtone, A phase siiifter made possible the observation of each 
vibration phase. The phase relation between exciting and excited 
frequency was observed. ïsochroGiats were given for the fundamental 
and first overtone. The linear dépendance of the longitudinal 
stress on the distance from the neutral section was also shown.
An investigation similar to that of Eichhorn was carried out by
-27-
Murray (1941), \Ælo used a Bakelite cantilever excited 
mechanically at very low frequencies*
Bergffljann (1949) studied the vibrations of thick glass 
cylinders using plane and circularly polarized light. He found 
that the z^o order stress fringes were in good agreement with 
the Calculated values based on the theory due to Airey (1915) • 
Bergmann (1958) studied the case of glass rings. He studied, 
from among the numerous resonance patterns, the pure radial 
extensional vibrations in vdiich there exists a standing wave in 
the radial direction.
Dyà; (1952) was the first to employ an interference method 
in 1927» for eaomination of quarts oscillations. He produced a 
set of interference fringes between the non-vibrating polished 
quartz surface and a glass plate just above it. When the plate 
vibrated, the fringes were distorted, and from their appearance 
one could judge the quality of the resonator and the amplitude of 
vibration (normal to the surface) at different points. It was 
proved that the vibration was longitudinal, although it was far 
from uniform all over the surface. By an ingenious stroboscopic 
arrangement, using a synchronously flashing helium lamp, dlear 
images of the distorted fringes were obtained without any blurrizig. 
Dye also translated the photographs ^ich represents a special 
type of contour map, depending largely on the position chosen for
—28"
the axis of the air wedge,into three-dimensional models which 
show at a glance the hills and hollows of the surface and the 
steepness of the gradients* Dye*s method has been modified 
by Strong (1952) and by Straubel (1955) \diose optical system 
was so arranged that the entire field remained dark when the 
plate was not vibrating*
Thanas and Warren (1928) described an interferometer 
method for measuring small mechanical vibrations and they also
considered its application to the measurement of the vibration
of a stiff reed* Substantial agreement between the theory of 
such a vibration was obtained, and its use for the study of the 
vibration of li^t moving systems was suggested*
Osterberg (1952) gave an expression, involving the fringe 
brightness as a function of the amplitude of vibration, for the 
case of a Michelson or a similar interferometer in v;hich one of 
the mirrors executes a simple harmonic motion in the direction
perpendicular to its plane. He discussed in detail the
application of this expression to the measurement of the amplitude 
of vibration of a quartz plate and, in fact, made observations 
upon a few plates. The observed vibrations were found to be 
predominantly flexural* An evidence of low froquoncy flexural 
waves propagated diagonally across a quarts plate was also 
found*
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Osterberg (1934) used a refracting interferometer for 
examjjjiing modes of vibration in quartz plates. The quartz 
crystal under examination was placed in one arm of a Michelson 
interferometer* The changes in the qptical path are dominated 
by the changes in the index of refraction of the vibrating plate* 
Hie variations in the index of refraction are markedly greater 
for the extraordinary ray of a li^t beam propagated along the 
y-axis of a y-cut quartz plate in which the ccmpressional wave 
trains are propagated along the x-axis. Flexural patterns 
produce no visible fringe disturbances in the refracting inter­
ferometer* This conclusion has been found to apply to x-, 
y-, or z-cuts. His observations suggested that in the case of 
tourmaline, as well as in the case of quarts, those longitudinal 
modes do not exist in which the wave trsdns are propagated along 
the thickness of a plate whose length and width are considerably 
greater than its thickness* This conclusion is contrary to 
concepts held by Koga (1932). The chief advantages of tho 
refracting interferometer over the glow method employed by Giobe 
and Scheibe (1926, 1931) are as follows: the types of mechanical
cotqpling of different modes of vibration is more readily revealed; 
patterns at high frequency are more possibly identified; the 
refracting interferometer is more convenient since the adjustzoont 
of the Michelson interfermeter is seldce disturbed by inserting
-3 0 *
a different quarts plate into the holder*
Osterberg and Cookson (1934) presented a two dimensional 
theory of longitudinal and flexural vibrations in rectangular 
isotropic plates* Hiis theory included the phenomenon of 
mechanical coupling* They showed that in the longitudinal 
case only the odd harmonics of both of the modes in lAich the 
wave trains are propagated along x and y, respectively, form 
a mechanical coupled system. Similarly, only the even 
harmonics of the flexural case forms a mechanically coupled 
system. Osterberg and Cookson also studied the longitudinal, 
shear and transverse modes of Vibrations in quartz and tourmaline* 
They gave the solutions for the longitudinal modes in which pure 
ccmpressional waves are propagated along X, T or Z in quartz or 
Tourmaline* Experiments showed that those modes are purest 
in rectangular plates vdiose greatest dimension is that along 
which the ccmpressional wave trains are propagated. As this 
dimension is shortened, the longitudinal modes decrease in purity 
and finally fail to appear. The purest longitudinal mode in 
the usual X, T or Z-cuts of quartz is that in #ich comprescional 
waves are propagated along X- in Y- or Z-cuts. 25ie vibrational 
patterns which correspond to the mode in which ccmpressional waves 
are propagated along Y in X- or Z-cuts of quarts are so complicated 
that the correspondence is open to considerable doubt. They
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found these latter longitudinal modes in tourmaline and these 
appeared to be simpler than the corresponding modes in qaaftz
The first application of multiple beam interference to 
the study of vibrations in quartz crystals was made by Tolansky 
and Bardsley (1948, 1951) • The multiple beam systems are so 
superior to two beam systems that all earlier work such as that 
of Dye and of Osterberg which used two beam methods, has been 
far surpassed by the experiments based on multiple beam inter- 
ferometry. In the experiments performed by Tolansky and 
Bardsley quarts oscillators with surfaces reasonably well- 
plane-polished, were used. One surface was coated with silver 
and this was either held close to or indeed rested on a silvered 
optical flat.
This constituted one electrode and a second electrode 
either in ring form, a thin metal film, or a grid of wires, was 
placed suitably on or near the other side of the crystal. The 
oscillations were induced by Pierce or Hartley oscillators.
The oscillator was set into action and at a variety of frequencies 
resonance could be induced leading to oscillation fringe patterns. 
The illumination for the fringe system was normally the usual 
mercury arc, but stoboscopic experiments wore also carried out 
by the specially designed li^t sources. VJhile trying to observe 
strain patterns in the vibrating quarts, by placing it between two
5 2 -
polariods, Bardsley noticed that for certain orientations of 
the polariser and analyser, one side or the other of the 
oscillating fringe envelope could almost be removed, and near 
these setting the strain pattern could be seen either as dark 
lines on a bright background or vice versa*
Tolansky and Wood using multiple beam interfercmetry,
(1958) found that for sufficiently thin discs the primary 
stresses and displacements are substantially in agreement with 
theory, except for the presence in all cases of a coupled 
flexural mode having a particular symmetry dependent upon tho 
symmetry of the longitudinal mode- Moreover, for these modes 
which do not have circular symmetry about the axis of the disc, 
there are always two frequencies of vibration for which tho 
orientations of the vibrating systems have a particular relation, 
again dependent upon tho particular modal symmetry-
Wood (1955) developed a theoz*y of the dependence of the 
apparent rotatory powor of quarts upon stress* This theory 
was found to agree with the experimental test.
Bowie (1963) constructed and used a multiple beam inter- 
ferometer for calibrating electrical measures of displacements 
froa devices that sense motion produced by pioso-electric 
driving elements. A front-surfaco mirror was attached to tho 
free end of a driving transducer, and a transparent surface v/ao
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brought close to the former. Monochromatic light directed 
onto the air gap between the two optical surfaces consisted 
of stroboscopic flashes at a repetition rate that was a 
rational fraction of the frequency of mechanical motion.
Riase shifting was accomplished in the electrical circuit 
causing the mechanical motion being observed.
In a second technique, called the frizige disappearance 
method, a steady beam of light is used in an interferometer*
The method is based on the observation, reported by Thomas 
and Warren (loc* cit.), that, as the amplitude of motion 
of one optic^ surface with respect to another is increased 
from zero, interference fringes can be seen to become indistinct, 
disappear, reappear and alternatively disappear and reappear as 
the amplitude is inci'eased. A somewhat loosely defined 
requirement of the method is that the motion frequency observed 
should be greater than the critical flashing rate below which 
the eye can detect alterations in brightness. He found a 
linear relation between peak-to-peal: displacement of the un­
loaded end of a piezo-electric driving transducer and root 
mean square voltage on the driver. Hae interfercmetor measure­
ments of vibration amplitudes was done by using the dicappoarii^ 
Fizeau friz^a technique. Mielena (1964), cosaaenting on the 
work of Bowie (1963), stated that the use of the technique of
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multiple beam intorferometry for the measurement of Rznall 
vibration amplitudes did not prove to be superior to the two- 
beam interference method. This statement seems to be 
unsatisfactory and it will be shown in Chapter IX some amplitude 
measurements based on the method of multiple beam interference. 
& e  results proved to be accurate to the order of few angestrœis, 
and to which the two beam interference method failed to reach 
this accuracy especially vfaen the amplitude is so high that 
fringe overlapping takes place-
Cady (1922) used the quartz resonator as a standard of 
frequency, and sometimes later the resonator was used in a 
valve oscillatory circuit to control the frequency of the 
electrical oscillations* The quarts oscillator not only is 
widely used for stabilizing the frequency of transmittii^ 
stations but also constitutes the most accurate means of record­
ing the passage of time* Eesm (1938) designed what tns since 
becme a standard quartz clock oscillator of very high precision. 
This is in the form of à hollow ring with axis in the Z-dircction 
and with the electric axes in the plane of the ring. It was 
designed to be oscillating in the longitudinal caspression.
An alternating field is applied to two co-audal ring electrodes 
with the intention of producing circumferential strains of 
opposite sign, 60® apart. Theory shows that tho lower frequency
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should havo nodes at the six regions where the planes containing 
the S-axis and the three X-axes cut the ring* The ring is 
thereupon supported at three of these nodes*
The literature related with the subject is so vast and it 
is growing at such a rate that an attempt has been made to give 
only a cursory survey of the previous work*
CHAPTER III 
OPTICAL AND ELECTRICAL ARRAWGEttBNTS
(3.1)* Optical arrangement
The optical lay-out is as shown diagramaticeilly either in 
Fig. 3*1 or Fig. 3*2 depending on idietber the crystal has to be 
observed in reflection or in transmission.
The collimating system consists of the condenser lens
which throws an image of the source S on the adjustable iris
• .
diaphragm D which can be reduced to quite a small aperture.
%is, in turn, is set at the focus of a good collimating lens
LE of focal length 20 inches and aperture f/5.6 hence a parallel
beam at normal incidence falls on the interferometer \diich is in 
this case the oscillating quartz plate placed in the suitable 
electrode jig, coated on the lower surface with 7 dielectric 
multilayers and matched against a similarly coated optical flat; 
both placed horizontally on a stable stage.
Both vÆiite and monocl^amitc Id^t were used, depending on 
the method of observation. A uniform and intense li^t eourco 
was needed and a medium pressure mercury lamp was found suitable* 
When monocbrcssatic light was used, a 77A Wratten filter F was
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inserted between S and LI to select the green mercury line 
0
(5461À ). A point-o-lite lamp was used for an intense light 
source needed for illuminating the specimen for lycopodium 
powder pattern observations.
Since two lanps were used; time and trouble were 
saved by mounting them in a suitable housing which could be 
moved transversely on a slide so as to bring either lamp into 
position at the focus of the condenser without any adjustment*
To observe the crystal in reflection, as in diagr^ 3*1* 
the good collimated paurallel beams of light is partly reflected 
from the beam splitter M set at 4$^ to the direction of the rays. 
The camera lens C is focused on the lower surface of the specimen 
under examination. This forms simply the optical arrangement 
to observe the specimen with multiple beam interference fringes 
in reflection. When stress patterns are observed and use of 
either plane or circular polarized light is involved, two sheets 
of Polariod; one serving as polarizer set at P and the other 
as analyser is set at A. A quarter wave plate made of mica is 
sot at Q1 Fig.3.1. The method of obtaining circular polarized 
light is to remove QI and set P and A for extinction, then Q1 is 
replaced and rotated until extinction occurs once more, i.e. when 
its axes will be parallel to P and A. QJ. is then rotated through 
45® and A through 90® to its original direction. Plane
-3&-
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polarized light is obtained by setting P and A in extinction 
position with Q1 removed. %ls is not normally obtained at 
once, by carefully adjusting P and A alternately with the 
crystal unstressed - the extinction position is easily attained. 
The vibration direction used to be marked on the photographs. 
This was simply done by a half shade plate.
Subsequently, to observe the specimen in transmission, 
the setting is as shown in Fig. ).2. In this case circularly 
polarized light is obtained by making use of two sheets of 
Polariod set at P and A, and two quarter-wave plates Q1 and 
Q2; one being placed between the polarizer and the unstressed 
plate and the other between the plate and the analyser. They 
were placed with their polarizing axes "crossed” and with 
polarizing axes of these quarter-wave plates set at 4$^ to the 
axes of the polarizer and the analyser; as shotm in Fig. 3.3.
When using simple interferometry, components P, A, Ql, 
and Q2 are removed and illumination is from below.
The same arrangement as in the case of multiple beam 
interferonetrio observation - either in reflection or trans­
mission - is used to photograph the lycopodium powder patterns.
(3.2). Electronic apparatus.
An Airmec oscillator type 858 used for exciting vibrations 
and has a frequency range of 30 kc/s - 30 Hc/s in seven bands.
-40^
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The accuracy of frequency is + 1 with standard output 500 mV
open-circuit from a 75 ohm source, or alternatively 1 mW into 
75 ohms. Lower output levels may be obtained by suitable setting 
of the attenuators.
The signal from the oscillator is fed into the Solartron 
amplifier type AWS 51A,which has a max, output of* 240 volts peak 
to peak when connected to "deflection" position. The deflection 
amplifier consists of a simple paraphase amplifier without feed­
back, The exciting alternating voltage is taken from the Y1 
and Y2 terminals and the tuning control of the oscillator is 
adjusted until the frequency at which the crystal is set into 
oscillation is obtained. Fig.5.4. shows both the oscillator and 
amplifier together with the six electrodes system connected to 
amplifier terminals Y1 and Y2,
(5,3)* Electrode system
The application of an alternating electric field to the 
quarts plate is made by metallic conductors. Tlje type and shape 
of the electrode system used, depends of course, on the particular 
vibrator and the desired mode of motion.
If the direction of the field is normal to the surface 
under examination, then the electrodes must be effectively 
transparent so that optical observations can be made. They may 
take the form of small strips of metal, wire grids or tliin silver films.
' P IOSCItLATOM TYPf 8SB
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fig. 3-4.
The electrode system used to excite quartz plates into 
vibration of longitudinal radial and torsional type is ehown 
diagrasmatically in Fig» It consists of an insulating
foundation with six electrodes, interconnected alternately as 
shown above e Extensional radial vibrations were excited with 
the electrodes opposite to the ends of the three electric axes 
in the plane of plate; whereas to excite torsional extensional 
vibrations, the plate was placed in such a way that the electric 
axes were between the electrodes. A two electrode ejatem set 
along one of the y-axes would be suitable to excite the tangential, 
stress in the longitudinal torsional vibration.
To excite circumferencial vibration in an Essen ring type 
vibrator as used to control frequency in quartz clocks, dealt with 
in Chapter IX; two coaxial electrodes El and E2 Fig.3.6. are 
used where the air gap between the quartz ring and two electrodes 
is about 2 mms.
(3*4) • Accurate determination-of frequency
The frequency was accurately determined by an (ex-American 
Signal Corps) heterodyne frequency meter type BC-221-AF Fig.3.?.
The frequency of the heterodyne oscillator can be checked agaiiiat 
a built«»in crystal oscillator by setting dial at "X-tal Check" 
point and then adjusting the corrector to the nearest check point 
to obtain zero beat in the phones. Then switch to **Hot. oscillator**
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position and reset dial (but not corrector) to give the 
required frequency with o.lg^  accuracy, which is more than 
enough for the present measurements*
Incidentally, the frecpiency range of the oscillator 
crystal must be known roughly before hand, as considerable 
confusion might happen from the multitude of combinations 
of harmonics of two frequencies i.e. frequency of the Airmec 
type 858 oscillator and the frequency of the oscillating 
crystal; to be ascertained.
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CHAPTER IV
EVOLUTION OF EXPERIMEIfTAL TECHNIOJES
A brief account of the experimental techniques and their 
evolution relevant to this work is given in this chapter,
(4*1)» Grinding and Polishing,
To obtain a high resolution fringes, the surface under 
examination as well as the reference optical flat must be made 
flat and smooth. This is achieved by first grinding then 
polishing the surfaces.
Grinding; Basically the process of grinding the surface 
of the vibrator or the optical flat with a suitable abrasion on 
a very flat eurface, proceeds as follows. It is started with 
225 aloxite (Alg 0^) in water then as soon as the surface has 
a uniform appjoarance, it is washed and cleaned to remove any 
traces of the abrasive. Then the next abrasive 125 aloxite is 
used. The gradual change in the surface pitting being visible 
in the colour of the white li^t reflected from the surface at 
grazing incidence; the colour changing from reddish colour to 
white as the pite becomes smaller, The process is repeated with 
the smallest grade 50 alcxite.
Policing; The object of polishing is to produce regular 
transparent surfaces. The glass or quartz surfaces are best
- 47=
polished with a soft material, e.g. rouge ( Fe^O^) on wax 
or pitch, pit on a metal tool rotated at a speed of ocsae 40 r.poS, 
The polishing is applied as a paste mixed with water. The 
polishing continues until the surface of glass or quarts has a 
high lustre and is flat as possible
Having done this; a test of the polished surface for flatness 
is carried out by means of Nev/toa®s rings. The surface under 
examination is matched against a proof plate which is known to be 
flat. An incident white light is directed normal to the ccabin- 
ation and by the appearance of the fringes, the degree of flatness 
is known.
(4,2)* Dielectric multilayer technique
Tho technique of thermal evaporation has enabled high 
reflecting metal films, with low light absorption, to be deposited 
with ease under conditions vdiich may be readily controlled.
Recently, attention has been turned to the use of films of 
dielectric materials with striking results. Within a very short 
time, the construction of complicated multilayer systems has passed 
from the stage of being a highly specialised laboratory technique 
to that of being a routine industrial process.
An extensive bibliography on laultilayer films is given by 
Cotton and Rouard (195‘Jv Kuhn (1951) o EeaveH^ (1955); and their 
properties have been discussed by Jacquinot and Dufour (1950).
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Belk) Tolansky and Turnbull (1954) have analysed the influence 
of multilayers in multiple beam interferometry*
The reason for using evaporated dielectric multilayers ao 
reflective coating was threefold* First to avoid short circuiting 
by metallic reflecting coatings with the exciting electrodes*
Second evaporated semi-transp<2rant metallic coatings were scratched 
as soon as the two surfaces came in contact with each other to 
observe multiple beam interference fringes* Third, a feature of 
considerable practical importance, is the resistance of such 
layers to corrosion by the atmosphere*
The principle of multilayer films can be easily understood 
by considering initially a ^/k layer of high refractive index on 
glass* The two beams of light; one reflected from the air-diolectric 
interface, and the other from the dielectric-glass interface will 
be in phase and hence there will be an increase in reflectivity 
because of reinforcement* This will be so because tho beam at 
the first interface suffers a phase change of *n , and the second 
beam has to travel an additional path ^/2* Simple calcul­
ations shows that a single '^ /k layer of Zn 8 on glass increases 
its reflectivity from 4^ to 3^» Three dielectric layers, each 
of optical thickness ^/4 deposited on glass in the sequence ZnS,
MgP^ and ZnS will result in a reflectivity of 6*^* Tims with 
1, 39 5s 7 and 9 alternate layers ending with ZnS; reflectivities
©quai to 330 67» 87ç 95 end 97% can be achieved. 3nS has a 
refractive index 2.30 whereas MgF^ has a refractive index 1.38*
The wave length chosen to adjust the thiclmass of the deposits 
vjas the green mercury wave length (3461 A). Thé materials were 
deposited in vacuum by thermal evaporation fraa four molybdennm 
filaments ©n the specimens under study. it was convenient to 
evaporate the dielectrics alternately from the separate filaments 
without breaking the vacuum®
The thickness of the layers deposited was adjusted by the 
method in which the intensity of the light reflected or trans* 
ffiitted by the film is measured using a suitable detector® By 
suitable choice of the wave length; the desired thickness can be 
made to correspond either to a maximum or a minimusii and th&so 
turning points serves to indicate when the desired thickness is 
attained-
A monochromator was used to select the green mercury spectral 
line and the position of the true turning^value was juUged from a 
pen-record of the changing output® There is an advantage of 
using this chopped light source and tuned amplifier Fig»4.1. 
over using a photoelectric cell with a reading meter, since the 
last method entails stopping the evaporation when the meter reading 
goes through a maximum or minimum; lAich is unsatisfactory®
%e reason is that one never knows whether one has reached the
'30.
turnJ.ng point until on© has passed it. Moreover, using filtered 
light and timed amplifier avoid untoward interference fi*om the 
light from the evaporation sources.
(4®3)o Two and multiple beam interferometry technique.
Introduction
Interferometry is a well knovm established technique and 
has been accepted as a powerful tool in studying a range of 
problems. Among these problems, is the application of multiple 
beam interferoaetry and two beam interferome try to the study of 
small vibrations of quarts crystals of certain cuts.
The interpretation, manipulation and calculation of fringe 
amplitudes obtained from multiple beam interferograms, depend upon 
the quality of the fringes in terms of definition, resolution and 
contrast.
(4.4). Oscillating two-beam interf erometry techniauo
In 1862 Pizeau described two beam interference fringes and 
later in I883 Laurent pointed out that the fringe pattern is a 
contour map of the surface under study.
Thomas and Warren (1928) used the method of two beam inter- 
ferometry to measure the amplitude of vibration of a quarts plate 
excited mechanically by a reed.
Osterberg (1952) used a Michel son interferometer with on© of 
the reflecting mirrors made of quarts and excited piezo-electrically
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into oscillations in a direction perpendicular to its piano; with 
the two beam interference fringes shift laterally so that they 
remained at the same values of the wedge thickness# The instant­
aneous brightness, at any point in the oscillating fringe system 
is a function of both the time and amplitude, but if the frequency 
of oscillation is more than 20 c/s, the visual brightness at any 
point may be taken as the time average of the instantaneous 
brightness# Osterberg (1932) derived a mathematical solution for 
the instantaneous brightness and amplitude measurements# His 
theory was tested experimentally by Cortes (1934) and more thoro?iglily 
by Kennedy (1941); using vibrations of known amplitude #
(4#3)« Multiple beam interferonetry technique
The multiple beam interféras©try technique was developed to 
a remarkable degree by Tolahsky (1948). He used the interference 
effects arising when two heavily silvered surfaces are brought into 
close proximity in studying surface topography with very high 
accuracy#
The theory of multiple beam interference effect between plane 
parallel plates was first given by Airy (I83I). He derived a general 
formula for the combination of a theoretically infinite number of 
beams between parallel surfaces arising from successive multiple 
reflections; to and fro#
Boulouch (1893)3 drew attention to the shai'penlng effects
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which results when the two surfaces are coated ifith a high 
reflecting film* In 1897, Fabry and Perot developed their 
celebrated multiple beam interferometer*
In 1946 Tolansky made a considerable development by extend­
ing the principle of multiple beam interference, from plane parallel 
surfaces to wedges where the fringes are localized fringes of equal 
thickness which give a high3.y localized topographical contour map 
of the surface under study.
The conditions of obtaining sharp Fiaeau fringes have been 
examined by Tolansky (1946) and J* Brossol (194?)« The most 
two important factors in determining fringe sharpness are:
1* the absorption of the reflecting layer*
2* the separation between the reflecting surfaces.
The sharpness of Fizoau fringe systems, especially that of 
the reflected system, may bo improved considerably by the use of 
multiple dielectric . films as reflecting layers. Successive 
quarter-wave pairs, alternately of high and low index, have a very 
high reflectance for the wave length for which their optical thick- 
ness is ^ 4  and possess very small absorption in the reflecting 
film which sots a limit to the sharpness attainable in multiple 
beam fringe systems#
In general, multiple beam interference is produced by coating 
the two surfaces of a wedge with a suitable trasspajront film of hi^
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reflectivity o' The formula controlling the transmission fringe
shape in such a wedge interferaaeter, provided that ail the result­
ant beams ere summed, and the distribution with a fringe is the 
same as in the classical "Airy distribution; may be written as 
follows, (Tolansky 1948):
Iraax.Ï = l-{' F 8in% 5/2
where = 2 tt. » 2 A t o o B  </> , is the phase difference between 
A
successively reflected beams in a film of refractive index y v u  ,
thickness t and at an angle of incidence j> in the film*
F is coefficient of finess; given by k R  -■ and
(1 -
I raax. = , T \2 T where A is the fraction of light absorbed/
T^4 A  ^ ~
in each metal fUm* Although the fringe shape is independent
of the absorbtion, the contrast is seen to depend on A/T and forms
the limit to the thickness of metal film which can be used.
An increase in reflectivity R in case of .transmission fringes
means sharp fringes. Boulouch was the first to point out that a
2profound change in the shape from the cos intensity distribution 
into the multiple intensity distribution, Fig.4#2#
(4.6)o Oscillating multiple beam interference fringes.
The application of multiple beam interforcmetry to study 
oscillating quartz crystals of certain cuts, has been reported by 
Tolansky and Bardsley (1948) and which interested many other authors.
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VJhen a quartz crystal of certain cut coated on the lower 
surface end matched against a similar coated optical flat, a sot 
of multiple beam interference fringes of considerable dispersion 
is obtained* Tiia dispersion should not be high; othervn.se a 
defective picture of the exact motion of all parts cf the 
crystal surface v/ill be obtained especially whan amplitude measure- 
ments has to be secured* When the crystal is caused to vibrate., 
using a suitable electrode system, the fringes are disturbed and . 
biurrei? upon those portions of the face which enjoy a normal 
component of motion. Thus the motion revealed is that normal to 
the surface whereas motion along directions in the plane of the 
surface cannot be detected. Those portions v;hose normal ccsiponent 
ù t  motion is soro, the fringes remain undisturbed* Fi.g. 4.3* 
shows an oscillating multiple beam interference picture. Tho 
areas upon which the fringes are blurred (i.e. antiaodal areas) 
stand out in sharp contrast to the areas upon wgich the fringes 
remain undisturbed (i.e. areas about the nodal lines).
Both the specimen, to be set into oscillation, and the 
optical flat were coated with seven alternating layers of sine 
£3ulphido and magnesium fluoride stacks havizzg a reflectance 93^ *
Tho high definition obtained is qui^e reproducable with such 
multilayers. Fig. 4.4 shows the graph of the absorbance against 
the wave lengths in the visible range, using type 137 HV
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spectrophotometer* Calculation of the reflectivity shows that 
the multilayers under examination, has a reflectivity of 99?o.
(See Figo4.5).
(4o7). Vibratins? plioto-olastic stress technique.
The discovery of artificial double refraction i.e. the
production of temporary double refraction effects h j  stress
applied to an isotropic transparent material- was first made by
Brewster in 1816. In general the artificial birefringence
disappears when the ©trains are removed.
When such an isotropic substance is inserted between
crossed Po3.ariods and stressed, it behaves as if uniaxial and
the accompanying birefringence, results in light being transmittod
through the crossed analyser* The resulting strass pattern maîces
visible the regions of stress in the material. These studies of
©tress analysis are the bases of photo-elasticity.
I n  a similar fashion to statically stressed isotropic
transparent material, if the specimen is set into vibration
assuming that the stress-optic effect is'instantaneous caspared
to the frequency of vibration; when o3camined between crossed
Nicols, two sets of dark fringes are observed. Since the intensity
of the emergent wave by a biréfringent plate, set between crossed
2 2polarizer and analyser is given by: 1 = 1^  sin 0(5t‘oin *5/2:
vjhére cC is the acute angle between the polariser axis and a
'-59^
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and a vibration direction in the specimen and S  the phase difference 
between the two waves emerging from the specimen* T t m s  the intensity 
of the emergent wave will be zero if either sin 2(X or sin S / Z  
is serog i,e. if either a) = n n  or b) = n tt
where ni.is zero or integer*
a) Isoclinics; the first condition 2ci= n -ri or = nTf/2 
is the condition that the principle stresses in the plate are 
parallel to the polarizer and analyser axes respectively* At every 
point on the plate where this occurs, the intensity of the light 
transmitted will be zero; whatever the wave length and whatever the
magnitude of the principle stress difference (P- Q)* If then the
plat© bo viewed through the analyser, set initially for extension 
with the polarizer, certain black regions will be observed, showing 
the locus of all points in the plate at which the directions of the
principle stress are parallel to the axes of the polaidzer and
analyser •
Bat since quartz is optically active in the Z-diroction, the 
isoclinics observed correspond to principle stress direction differ­
ing from the direction of the axes of polarizer and analyser by half 
the natural rotation in the thin quartz plate for the wave length 
in use*
b) Isochroaatg : The second condition for zero intensity of the
trananitted light: ^/2 = nTt = -nr/^ or r = n X ;
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where r is the relative retardation produced in the plate and 
n a©ro or an ^^teger, i.e. the relative retardation at the points 
is either aero or an integral number of wave lengths of the li^t 
employed* The effect of this will differ vdth the kind of light 
useclo VIhon monochromatic light is used « the light will be 
completely Qxtinguishêd at all points whore t^e principle stress 
difference ( P ** Q ) = 0 or is such to produce a relative retard­
ation of an integral number of Wave lengths; whatever tho direct­
ions of the principle stress may be* . The effect of the „relat3 V:i 
retardation will be the appearance, in the field, of a number of 
dark lines or fringes, each of which is locus of points at which 
the relative retardation is a certain integral immber of wave 
lengtWo These are called the isochromatic lines or stress fringes, 
and they fora the fringe pattern in the plate* The isochrcsiats 
corresponding to n wave lengths relative retardation is called an 
isochro®at& of the n ^  order* In the present observations, 
zero order stress isochrcaats^ only make appearance and they form 
concent^ric circles in addition to tho isoclinic cross idiich 
corresponds to principle stress differing from the polariser and 
analyser axes by lialf ths natural rotation in the quarts for the 
wave length used (5461 A^).
So the method of observation of vib?atiï3g longitudinal, 
photoelastic stress in the plana of a thin, Z-cut circular quarts
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lamina, involves tho use of either plane or circular polariscope 
illuminated by parallel monochromatic light* The specimen is 
viewed by reflection coated on the lower surface with 7 dielectric 
multilayers and resting on a similarly coated optical flat.
When the crystal is sot into oscillation at a particular 
mod© of longitudinal vibration, two distinct sets of fringes vâll 
be seen in a plane polariscope; namely the isoclinics and the 
IsochromatsThe theory of these vibrations in isotropic medium 
has been given by Love (1927), and a theoretical treatment will be 
given in Chapter .V where two series of asis-symaetric modes about 
the median plane, with simple displacements whose magnitude at any 
point, only depends on the radial dimension of the circular, solid 
or annular 5 plate o The nodes of the longitudinal displacements - 
for each type of motion - consist of concentric nodal circles.
The ieoclinic cross corresponds to the principle stresses acting 
along and perpendicular to the radius vector, but differing by half 
the natural optical rotation of the plate at the kind of wave length 
in use, in case of radial longitudinal vibration and at 45° to 
these directions for the torsional longitudinal vibrations.
To make vibrating photo-elastic stress observation by 
circularly polarized li^t either in transmission or reflection ao 
explained previously where we eliminate the isoclinics by the uso 
of a quarter v/avo plate without affecting the isbchrcaatw-<:.
Ô5
Ttjo quarter wave plates are used to make photoslastic 
stress observations by circularly polarised light in tranæission; 
OHO being placed between the polariser and tho electrically stressed 
plate, the other between the plate and the analyser. They are 
usua].ly placed \d.th their polarising axes "crossed", i.e. with 
the direction of vibration of the retarded wave in one plane at 
right angles to the corresponding direction in the second plate.
The polarising axes of these quarter wave plates are then set at 
45° to the axes of the polaxdser and analyser. Fig. 5*3« shows 
the ai^rangement and the vibration directions in a circular 
polariscope ©
Maldng observation by circular polarised light in reflection, 
use is mad® of one quarter wave plate set as shewn in Fig. 3.1.
As the light passes through it again after reflection; no second 
quarter wave plate is needed. With the analyser axis set parallel 
to the polarizer and the quarter wave plate set with its axis 45° 
to the polariser and analyser axes, the specimen can be observed 
by circularly polarised light in reflection.
It will be shown later on, that the radii of tho zero order 
XGOchrcanatc • - only sere order isochromatP make appearnnce - 
agree with the theoretical values toidthin the accuracy of measure­
ments. This will foe discussed in Chapter VIII. In addition, zt 
will be shown that the coupled flexure does not make an appearance
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in pho coelasibic vibrating patterns since the overall birofzd-ngence 
of an isotrop:*,c plate to light traversing it normally is zero when 
vibrating xloxijirally and moreover no birefringence is produced by 
shear stresses acting in planes parallel to the direction of 
propagation.
(4o8)o Fine powder method
Tiio us© of fine powder to indicate the nodes of a vibrating 
body dates back to Chladni®s (178?) classic experiments; in which 
he sprinkled fine sand to indicate the nodes of flexural vibrations.
The fine powder used in the experimental observations treated 
in Chapter VII, is lycopodlum and the nodal patterns arc generally 
produced by brushing a camel hair brush, charged with dry lycopodium 
across a piece of fine wire mesh held 4-5 cm. above the surface of 
the vibrating body.
Intense illumination was preferred: hence a po*lnt-c-lit©
lamp was used and the crystal was viewed either by reflection or 
transmission. The fine powder method shows both the horizontal 
and vertical displacements, while an experimental multiple beam 
interference examination reveals only normal surface displacements. 
So for either pure flexural or pure longitudinal vibrations excited 
in a horizontal plate, experimental fine pov/der examination shows 
that all the nodes will be indicated.
Generally, the modes are coupled. It was found that, for
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Z-cut vibrating circular - solid or annular - quarts plates, 
a favoured flejuiral vibration of certain symmetry - depending 
on the mod© of vibration - is coupled to the longitudinal ones.
The displacements vrLll be partially flexural and partially 
longitudinal, where only part of the nodal system of each displace­
ment, will be indicated.
For seme of the observations, the crystal used was uncoated, 
rested on a similarly uncoated optical flat, and observed by 
transmission, where only the lycopcdium powder patterns were . ' 
indicated. On the other band, some of the observations were made 
wàth the lower surface of the specimen, coated gnd matched against 
a similarly coated optical flat© This was deliberately used, so 
that an indication of the nodes of the interference pattern is 
observed and hence en exact correlation between both displacements 
is attained; since the use of a powder on its own, to indicate the 
nodes of vibration can be misleading; unless it is backed up by 
another method of observation*
A full analysis of the exact, motion of a particle on a 
horizontal surface both vertical and horizontal was discussed by 
Wood (1955 s 1961) and this has been found as a satisfactory 
©xplcination for tho behaviour of fine powder, when sprinkled on 
vibrating bodies* The method adopted by Wood (loc. cit.) where, 
the nodes of the horizontal and vertical displacements are dratm
on the upper surface of the body dividing it into regions bounded 
by either the nodes or the periphery of the surface; arrows are 
drawn representing the horizontal displacements directions at any 
moment and which will be reversed every time a node of either 
norma], or horisonta]. displacement is crossed, has been applied in 
the present interpretations mentioned in Chapter VII.
CHAPTER ¥
THEORZ AND CALCULATIONS OF LOKGgOTDIHAL VIBRATIONS IN 
CIRCULAR. SOLID A W  ANHÜLAR* PLAÜPES
The modes of vibrations chosen for this work^ are tho 
longitudinal vibrations of thin circular, solid and annular, 
plates* Hie theory of this typo of vibration will be treated 
in this chapter©
Previous work has been reported on 2-cut quarts isotropic 
circular quarts discs by Wood (1955)* He studied the longitudinal 
vibrations in the Xf-plane, both in the radial direction and in 
the tangential direction to the radius vector© He a3.oo studied 
modes of vibrations which are combinations of both*
The present studies deal with the same typo of vibrations 
in circular, solid and annular plates. These have been studied 
theoretically by Trankle (1957), Kuhl (1942), McFaddon (1954),
Clark (1956) and others. Hie disc case whidi is one extreme of 
the gecmetry of the annular plate is also treated.
^g^fig^raticn of the specimens under study.
Configuration with which we are concerned is shown in 
3?%. 5.1. thickneso is laaall ccaïered tdth tho oiitsido radiua
a» There will be ao restrictioa on the inside radius b. Two
Zpig,- ( 6-.J)
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special cases vrill also be investigated. The case of the disc 
(Plate IV) $ and the case of Plato III thich has a thickness three 
times that of Plate II* Plates II and III have the same radial 
dimensions* Tho a2d.s of the plate coincides id.th the Z-a^ sis of 
tho quarts crystal and tho origin lies in the median plane*
Tho dimensions of the four plates I, 11, III and IV under investi- 
gation are tabulated in Table 5*1*
—yO'"
TABLE 5.1.
Quarts Plate
........
Thickness (2h) 
in cm.
1
External radius (a) 
in cm.
Ratio of 
internal to 
External radius
I 0.100 1.477 0.2295
II 0.100 1.499 0.40%6
III 0.300 1.499 o.4o%5
IV 0.100
!
1.491 o.cooo
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(5 • 2; .BlementazTf stress faactiona in t \ f o  dimensions;
Introduction
In tills part g v?o treat saas© problems of the mathematical 
theory of elasticity which are of immediate interest to tlie 
present studies. Tho scope of this theory of elasticity is
generally confined to homogeneous isotropic bodies in the elastic
t
rangeÇ %^re Hookas law holds and it deals with displacements 
resulting in deformations.
(&). Components of strain in rectangular co-ordinates
Fig. 5*2o shows a section of a strained body with a set of 
fixed roferonco axes OX and OTi Applying a straincauses points 
0, A, and B to be displaced to new positions 0 \  and B %  and 
tho right angle AOB changes to A®0’B*.
Frcsn this fig. , it can be seen that the deformation S  ^  
in the length OA is:
(5.1) S  = O'A" - OA = di: + Bu &  •= Sk = . te.
and the strain ^  is by definition given by; 
(5.2) é  = S x  _ du
dx O'
in like manner,
(5*3) £  =
y 3?
Further we haw,
tan Aô, =iû9, =  f ' è ' r . êx\ 1 = anprox. ... (1)
I I fi B «*«“».»'• «ra»*» —
(5.4) ■
tan ^@2 = approx. ... (2)
te 0 7
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Ua = U-\- ^  dx
F ig . Sketch Showing Displacement and N o ta tion  in  Cartesian Coordinates
yj-
aGsufP.in^  that end A have small values; Hence the shear
©train IS at the origin 0^  which is defined as the angular dhang© xy
in the right angle AOB io:
V
In general g ijo. three dimensional problems, there are six 
components of strain which are given by:
€
X sc (5 '^ * • oigr
(1) TS rr +
dx
(4)
(5*6). G ÎS ^ V A « «
5 T
(2) ■ Vxz rs àuS T
4- èw A A O
àx
(5)
€
z
= ôw * * * (3) %
ys
=s + * A o
w
(6)
Stress - strain relations» *
All stressed bodies are deformed or strained. The relation 
between stresses and strains is based upon several basic tests, such 
as pure tension, pure compression, and pure torsion* Most stresse 
strain curves are straight for a considerable range of stress. In 
that range the stress is proportional to strain, i*e*
stra ^  ~ constant. Namely Hookas law*
In terms of our stress-strain notation for the case of pure stresses, 
Shis law becomes:
>
(5o7). £. = E ' (1)
6
= G ... (2) for tension and. shear respectively,
in which 6 6^ * are the normal and shear stresses respectively and E 
is knovm as the tonsile modulus of elasticity or Young * s modulus and 
G is known as the shem? modulùs of elasticity or modulus of rigidity*
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(c). Plane stress in an isotropic medium:
In generalfor an isotropic element subjected to a general
three dimensional stress systems asuwell .as siieer stress
'T’“sy, 3CS and ®yz^  the six components of strain at any point may 
be expressed by two independent ol.astic constants.
-  iL.
E E
+ ’^ z ) (1)
£
y ^  - y (<5zE "B
+ <5s) (2 )
(5.8).
€
z
£z - J> ( 0"x
B "b
+ Oy) (3)
I f
yz 2 ( 1 +i>)  T■ ~ ¥ ~ ‘ ys
(4)
zx 2(1 + i'* ) . T
“  2 sx
(5)
"6
xy 2(1 +i^ ) ,  T
(6)
where E and are Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio. For
a plane stress in the XY-plane of a thin lamina^ we put 6 ,^
= 0 , and we obtain:
6
X
%  C,
E E
(1)
(5.9)
€
y
i^) ~ if ^
r r ^ (2)
€
Z
s
E ■
(5)
I = 2(1 -T ... (4)
y — ^
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The last four equations can also take the form:
(5.10}
=
%  =
E +yfe)
^ y
E (/^é. + 6 ) 
 X y1 -
E
2(1
^xy“ Gr " Xcy
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
1 - y
Components of strain in cylindrical co-ordinates:
Since the specimens studied here are circular@ it is 
appropriate to use cylindrical co-ordinates r» ©, the axis of 
the specimen being the a-axis, since they are a-cuts and the middle 
plane being the r©-plano. Fig.5*3• represents the position of the 
unstrained element and A'B'C'D* be the position of the same element 
after deformation. Denoting the radial and tangential displacements 
of a point A by u and v respectively, the corresponding strains ^  
and Cg and the shear strain by then the deformation in the
radial direction is:
(5.11). A'B' « AB = bu _ dr
The expression for the radial strain being
(5.12).
To obtain the expression for the tangential strain, the element AD 
has two fold deformation: one due to the displacement in the radial
direction and the other due to tangential displacements* The.
-7 8 '
X
F ig . $ .  3 Sketch Showing Displacements and Notation in Polar Coordinates.
The tangential deformation in the length AD is then given by:
= (r + u) d9 + v + A v . d e  -r d§ v 
® be
= u d0 + ^v «de
oQ , and the tangential
c
strain becomes :
(5.14). ^9 = ^0 = u + 1râo T T ZÔ
Finally we determine the shear strain , that is the angular
change in the right angle at A*, This c.agle is made of two parts: 
which represents the angle between the side A'B’ and the radial 
line through A\ and ^  Which is the angle between the side A’D* 
and the tangent Tp.’ to the circle at A*. It can be shown that:
(5.15)» \  - I ... (1)
Ô r r
and ^  s 1 bu ••• (2) approximately ^ r q Q
The value of the shear strain is thus:
(5.16)« = ^.+11 = 1  ^ d u  + d V  -  V
^ ^ T q Q or r
Substituting for these values in the stress equations (5.10 )
(5 17) ^  = E ( ^  + V(u + 1 &v)l /T \
r T ? 2  r G T r T e  j
(T = E ( e. + = E ru + 1 +y bu 1 ... (2)
® rr?T' ^ — X  r 7 ^  d?j
T  = -yl.. ..^a • = E  |à v-v + l , ^ l  ...(5)
r9 2(1 + ÿ >  2(l+#3r r r
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(5*3)* Longitudinal vibrations of a lamina:
Consider an element <o x ET z %n of a lamina whose
X y
thickness is 2h. To investigate those vibrations of a plate which
involve no transverse displacements of points of the middle plane
( XÏ-plane ) one takes the stress resultants T , T and S ,^ X y xy due
to stresses ^  , and T  given by the approximate formula;X y xy
Love (1927 p* 497).
T = 2Eh ( à  u + y by ) 
^ 1 bx by (1)
(5*18). T = 2Eh ( d v  + y bu)
j ~  M -SÎ -
8 = Eh ( bu + dy.) .. (3)
—  ay bx
The equations of motion are:
^?x + = 2 h p  d^ u (1)
"bx by
(5.19). _ ' i
Q^xy + = 2hp d V (2)
bx by bti
where C  is the density of the material, E is Young's modulus
and p is Poisson*s ratio. For quarts f' = 2.65» E = 7*862% 10
1- and ); = .130.
Substituting the values of T , T , and S in equations of (5-19)* we getX y xy
2Eh [du + p Shfdu h dy 1 = 2hpdu • «. (1)
l-p4 ôx^ bx. c>yJ .1+^  I by^ bxdy-*
(3*20)
• « « (2)2Eh + y 1+ b |8v f èu 1 ss 2hp bv 
l-p ilb y * bx-byJ*> Iti'Ibx^ bx b y j ' bt**
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xiixs can De simpxxiieü into tne iorm:
i  »  V (1)
(5
= j   ^ L- E ^ i^y-rlàaj
,21). 3 3x W x  8^ +iP) bx by
_ E ^  b^l K d I by bu 1 (2)
bt'- l-i;:" by lbx+ by-:"' 2(1+:,) 3;, b;, by"'
Equations (5-21) can be oxpreosed in terms of the areal dilatation
P and the rotation ^  . These quantities are defined analytically by 
the ocuntiono:
p 6v
T y
(1)
= by ** 
bx
3u
3y
(2)
So the equations take the form :
_(i->’) i £  = f-Lish ■ A .  ... (ir
ÔX ô y  H Ôt*-(5.23) &
1 e _ = .£iki3. àx- ... (2)
ôy àx E bt~
Differentiating the above two equations with respect to x & y 
respectively and then adding:
(5.24) ^ = JLSlrÈ. . & _
b y  2. bx^  E b t^
and differentiating with respect to Y and x respectively and then 
subtracting:
PS) 6 ^ ^ _ , .àS—
. "TIF' " E _
? 2 r
using ^  = b 4- O the above two equations can be put in
the form: & , a.
2 as""
J 3  b.i, . (2)
E
8o-
The plates in our case being circular one9,it is appropriate to 
transpose P and ^  into plane polar co-ordinates. Since the
solution will be periodic in t , we may write:
(5.27). + k P = 0  ... (1)
V  W + k w) = 0  ... (2) , where
(5.28) = Cfl-') ,.?and k>^ =
E E
w is the angular frequency of vibration.
Expressing equation (5-27.1) in cylindrical co-ordinates, it becomes,
(5.29) p^. + i_. ^  p = 0
hr* r br r’- 00*
P is periodic in 0 and may therefore be written as ^  Pa cos (n9 +®< ),
h n
where is a function of r only. Substituting this value in
• >v
equation (5*29), the resulting differential equation can only hold 
good if it is satisfied for each value of n separately; hence -
(5*30)
r br
giving as a solution:
(5-31) P = (A J  (kr) + B T (kr) ) cos nQ , coswt n n n n n
and similarly for the rotation w ;
(5*32) f (1er) } sin n9 » cos wt
where An, Bn, Cn and Dn are arbitrary constants. Oh and Yn are
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Bessel's functions of order n of the first and second kind 
respectively* The value of the relative phase of %  and vUn 
as regards 9  is arbitrary at the moment, but the value chosen fits 
the conditions on the surfaces bounding the region being considered*
On expressing equations (5*23) in cylindrical co-ordinates, we get:
cos g h p ^ sin e. àP _(l°^)3in Jl-i')ço8§bû=£(i^.b*u
(5.33) ^  ^ Ti br r s ht^
sin + £osO,^+(i_p)oo8 e,àO (1-y)Singes.
^  à 9  ô F ~ ------------E--  W
Substituting the above equations for Pn and wn values from 
equation (5*31 and 5*32) and putting
IT = u cos 0 + V sin 0 ... (1)
(5*34)
and, V = V cos 9 - u sin 0 ... (2)
where U and V are the projections of a displacement u and v of a
point in the median plane onto the radius vector and its normal 
respectively. The final solution for ÎJ and V is:
^ I ( W +  n_G^ (A-)+nl: ^ (kV)]cos nS.cos
(5.35) ^
^ f — "A (4r)+iiB ^  (kr)+G^ J % (krisin nS, cos wt
r r or br •'
where A, B, C, and D are arbitrary constants connected with An,
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Bn, Cn, and Dn in such a way that;
A = « k A = -
i;?
A
E
B = - B = - e(i-
C = n
D = n
'W 
1
k’ 0 =
E
£LLîZ-Xc
E
(1)
(2)
(3)
( 4 )
The stress resultants equations Tf, Tg and in the r9-plane
may be transformed as follows:
(5.56).
S.g = J®L j ^  
U M  U r
r o 
r r à®
(1)
(2)
(3)
Substituting for U and V in the expression for T and S andr r^y
equating the latter to zero at r=a and r=b, where a and b are the 
outer and inner radii of the annular plate, gives:
T
(5.37)
= - - jI  U ' » ) P h  (kr)]
I r hr
n C(l-P)[ n(kr) - J, Jn (kr) \L r hr -»
n D(l->'}| lo^^n(kr) “ _1 Yn (kr)l
I r hr r^ j _
r= a
V- \>
- 8 3 -
"r9
and;
s I Snftf l.^Kkr) - JL &  (kr)]
L r or r*-
( w j
I y  àr “*
(5.38). " ® [ ^ . Ü Û s i  +(k ' 2aJ 4* (kr)j
vp.jo/. r b* r*" •* ,
~ D f  2 ^ %(lcr)+ (k -  2 ^ ) îÇ, (lor)] f  = 0
I r br r*- * J
r s ft.
r » i !b
Equations (5*37) and (5*38) are the complete solution of the problem 
treated in this work. These equations may be used to find possible
values of k and k* «here k' = , The natural frequencies
of vibration using (5*28) equations can be evaluated* Subsequently 
two types of extensional vibrations of circular annular plates will 
be studied here:
1. Extensional vibrations in which elastic displacement occurs 
only in the direction of the radius vector, i.e. the mean 
radius expands and contracts alternately* This will be 
called extensional or longitudinal, radial vibration.
2. Extensional vibrations in which elastic displacements take 
place tangential to the radius vector and this will be called 
extensional or longitudinal, torsional vibration.
If we put n=0 in equations (5*37 and 5-38), we get axj.ally symmetric 
vibrations about the median plane, For n greater than zero, wo get 
a ccabination of pure radial and pure torsional longitudinal vibrations.
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Only axially symmetric radial and torsional longitudinal modes 
will be treated both -theoretically and experimentally.
(5.4). Axially symmetric vibrations:
(a) Radial vibrations.
For* axially symmetric extensional vibrations in the radial 
direction i.e. only the radius expands and contracts. This corresponds 
to U/O and independent of 9 and V = 0. The shear stress resultant 
must vanish, so equations (5.57 and 5.38) reduces to:
+ (kr)j^  Æ  % I_______ r# f f A # ^  r I J. ^
(5.59). . . _
+ k^ ^  (kr)] J = 0
r= a 
r= b
Substituting for r=a and r=b, we get:
(5.40). ~ B = ka fka) -( l - ( k a ) = kb Jo(kh)-(l-^) (kb)
This is the characteristic equation of axially symmetric extensional 
vibrations in the radial direction, for a thin annular plate* Tho 
above equation has to be put in the following form for the case when 
the annular plate has appreciable thickness such as Plate III, (see 
Kuhl (1942)).
(5.41). - B =5 ka *^ o(ka)-(^^l&(ka) = kb Jo(kb)-( 1- jÔ jh (kb)
A ka %(kaT::^ lg^ %^kZr^  kT l^kbp l^:^
For the other limiting case i.e. when dealing with a circular solid 
thin disc, the solution may be obtained by in the case where the
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internal radins b goes to zero.
(5.42). -&a (ka) - (1-p) J^(ka) = 0
Boots can be ccraputed numerically and hence the frequency 
corresponding to different modes of vibrations m, can be evaluated 
where f^  is given by the equation
(5.43). g, I . E
2 ïï I (l=v>^ ) 3ira V (l..V^ )
(b) Torsional vibrations.
For axially symmetric extensional vibrations in the tangential 
direction to tho radius vector. This corresponds to V / O  and 
independent of 9 and U=0. Tho normal stress resultant must 
vanish, so equation (5.37 and 5.38) above reduces to:
(5.44) ={- C [2 M.(k_’.r) +k'^ ^(k'r)]
^ 2 1
- D r 2 bY_(k'r) + k* Y^(k*r^ f = 0
!■ r 3 r . r=a
r=b
Substitution for r=a and r=b gives - the relevant boundary 
equation:
(5.45). |k'a (k'a) - J, (k'a] [k'b %  (k'b) = (k'b)]
-jlc'h (k'b) - (k’b)j l^ k'a T (k'a) - Y, (k’a)] = 0
By use of the recursion formulae :
( 5 M )  Jg(x) = W  ^  ^  ( x )
X
and, Yg(x) = %  v (%) - (%)
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Equation (5*44) after substitution for the value of equation 
(50 1^6), can be put in the final form:
(5 *47). - D = JgCk'a) = Jp(k'b)
C Yg(k'a) Yg,(k'
Equation (5*47) is the characteristic equation for axially 
symmetric torsional extensional vibrations.
The corresponding equation for the circular solid thin 
disc will be:
(5*48). J9 (k'a) = 0
YglPTT
Roots of a can be casputed numerically and hence a series of 
values of k ‘a for different modes of vibration. The frequency 
corresponding to each mode can be obtained frcsu the following 
equation;
(5.40 ^  J — f  ' = k'm a . E___
2tt V SfCl+J') 2 71 a Y 2 ( > { ! * » )
Approximate values of rootsic^ a, and a were obtained using
tables of Bessel functions and by graphical methods. A computer 
programme was written making use of Newton*s formula (see 
diagram 5*4). Accurate values of the appro^cimate roots were 
obtained and hence good frequency values in kc/s.
The following four tables (5*2-5) give the roots of ka 
as cœiputed on the Atlas computer, together with the corresponding 
calculated and observed frequencies, for radial vibrations in the
FWiI DIAQRAM (5# )'
Bsseel functions routines.^
Program start
Ln@xt vibration
Accuracy test
Bead in 1st app:
Calculate and print: equation const
root kâ or k*a 
. mode fraquency( fj
Calculât© Bessel functions* apply K©wton*s formula 
and thon obtain nest appros*
Calculate and print nodal radii for; 
interference patterns♦ 
lycopodium powder patterns* 
stress patterns*  ____________
Bead in program constante:
External radius of the annular plate (a). 
Internal radius of the annular plate (b). 
Young*6 modulus (E),
Density of the plat© (C)
Poisson ®o ratio (i^ ).
End of program*
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four plates* I, II, III and IV* Tables (5*6 «9 ) give
tho corresponding values for torsional vibrations for the same 
plateso
Wo were limited by the frequency response of the amplifier 
(50 - 950 kc/s.) used as part of the electronic apparatus.
However the program is available for higher frequencies than the 
observed ones which may bo of interest for future developments 
in the field of higher frequency generation.
BbrvCompletonoss* figo (5* 5) shows the values of the 
characteristic roots (ka) plotted against the ratio of inner radii 
to th<* outer radii of the plates * for the cases calculatedo It 
shows that for the first two radial longitudinal modes, the values 
of ka decrease slightly at first and then inci'ease with the increase 
of b/ao For hi^er order modes there, is a gradual increase of ka as 
b/a increaseSo
Pigo (5o6) shows the values of the characteristic numbers 
k*a plotted against the ratio of the inner radii to the outer 
radii of the plates , for the cases computed for torsional longitudinal 
modeso Here , for all modes, there is a.gradual increase in the values 
of k*a as b/a increases*
The last two sets of graphs , form a pivliminaiy investigation 
to show the behaviour of the function for both cases. It would be 
interesting to carry out a similar investigation for higher values 
of b/a*
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CHAPTER VI
irm>wMrminmi.aHijrmrrT*itt53c^
MULTIPLE BEAM INTERFEROMBTRY OBSERVATIONS
(6,1). Introduction
In these studies, the results obtained depend only on a 
ainglo variable - the displacement normal to the plane of the 
plate, where the moving parts alter their positions relative to 
the optical flat and thus the fringes broaden out locally, to 
reveal the movement in the up-down direction.
The plate to be excited was coated either vdth silver or 
with dielectric layers and matched against a similarly coated 
optical flat. For the present studies^ since the plates are 
Z-cut and six electrodes are used for excitation, so to avoid 
short circuiting; dielectric multilayers were used. Kie two 
surfaces are illuminated by a parallel beam of monochromatic 
light, either by reflection or transmission. A set of multiple 
beam interference fringes of considerable dispersion is obtained. 
The dispersion should not be high; otherwise, there is always 
the very real possibility of missing nodal regions, but this is 
not when a large number of fringes covers the whole field of view.
When the plate is caused to vibrate, the fringes are 
disturbed and blurred upon those portions of the face which
enjoy a normal displacement* On those portions whose noziaal
ccHnponent of motion is zero, the fringes remain undisturbed.
Fig. 6*1 shows the areas upon which the fringes are blurred,
(i.e. antinodal areas) stand out in sharp contrast to the areas
upon which the fringes remain undisturbed (i.e. areas about the
nodal lines). In other words, if viewed in transmission and
then excited, fine bright fringes are seen against a dark back
(figo 60 2 )
ground. While in reflectioi^  ^fine dark fringes are seen against 
a white back ground. Owing to the extreme sharpness of multiple 
beam interference fringes, the fringes envelopes are clearly 
defined and since the velocity of a moving fringe is zero in the 
extreme position, the intensity is greater near the edge. The 
outlines of the envelopes retain their identity even when the 
amplitude is sufficient for them to overlap.
(6*2). Radial Longitudinal vibrations.
Thin isotropic annular plates and discs can vibrate in a 
large number of modes. Tim amount of normal displacement 
perpendicular to the plane of the circular plate being determined 
by the following equation,
(6*1). W = 2h(:, = -* 2 h >)>
- 4 0 1 -
f i g .  <3.1 ,  «  = 3 ,  ;397..‘)  ic c /g . .
?
Pig. 6.3 , * = 0 , 327.0 kc/». .
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2h is the thickness of the plate in the Z-direction, W is the 
normal displacement 0  is P o i s s o n ratio^ A and B are arbitrary 
constants* For the case of cucis s;ymmetric vibrations about 
the median plane, n should be zero; therefore equation (6*1) 
takes the form:
r 1
(6.2) W = - 2 h U 1 AJ (kr) + B Y (kr) I
r % i r  ^  ^  o J
This is the equation for radial longitudinal displacement in the 
normal direction* Since the az^ eal dilatation P = 0, for the case of 
torsional longitudinal displacement, so the normal displacement 
W is everywliere zero.
To calculate the nodal radii in case of radial longitudinal 
vibrations we put equation (6*2) equals to naught®
(6,5). - B = Jo (kr)
K fTTkFT
Therefore the radii of the nodal circles for any desired modo m 
are obtained by dividing the value of k^a into the succeeding 
roots of the above ©quation, where wo get the nodal radii as a 
fraction of the outer radius of the circular plate, which is 
taken as unity*
Radial longitudinal vibrations were escited while the plate 
was turned so that the six electrodes were opposite to the ends of 
the three electric axes.
The interference patterns for the radial vibrations are
102
more ccsnplicated than those predicted theoretically* The
predicted nodes are concentric circles, according to the mode
order m where m = o, 1, 2, 3 etc.; there are m nodal circles.
Tables (6.1 - 4) give the values of the radii of the nodal circles.
of
These have been calculated numerically by means/”Atlas c«aputer”.
Experimentally, the vibrations are coupled to flexural 
vibrations of three diametral nodal lines and a set of circles 
which can be favoured by the trigonal symmetry of the quarts*
Figs. 6. 3-6 show the normal vibration patterns for the case of 
radial vibrations for annular plate 11 at frequencies 86.8, 32?.6, 
623*0 and 919®2 kc/s. which correspond to the values calculated 
theoretically for m = o, 1, 2, 3 respectively. (Table 5.3)»
For the zero order mode, Fig. 6.3* shows no nodal circles; 
the radius shows only pure extension and contraction as judged by 
the double fringes which corresponds to to and fro motion.
While for m = 1, Fig. 6.4. shows the coupled flexure es 
well, with three diametral lines and a sot of circles. Fig*6.5. 
shows a pattern with three diameters and five circles, and Fig.
6.6. shows a pattern with tliroe diameters and six circles. 
Iheoretically, pure radial longitudinal first modo in the normal 
direction should show no nodes (see Table (6.2)), while for m =; 2 
it should show ~ if uncoupled ~ one node at a value of 0.5^ K)4 
whore the external radius of the annular plate is taken as unity.
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n g .  6.3, m , 0, 86.6 lce/8. .
F i g .  6.4 , = 1 , 327.6 iccA. .
6*5 , M •= 2 , 623.0 kc/«. .
‘5.3 , , = 3 , 919. 2 k c / a .  .
Figs. 6*7 - 9 show the radial vibratioas for the solid circular 
plate IV at frequencies 314.1% 501*0g and 687*0 kc/s.% for 
m = 1% 2 and 3 respectively*
It has been found that the pattern on the reverse side 
when the specimen is turned over; is of ccsnplementary nature as 
illustrated in Figs. 6.10 and 6.11c They show the patterns on 
both sides of plat© III for the easao modo (la = 0)^ and the same 
orientation at frequency 86*3 kc/s. It is clear that the pattern 
is the same on the other face but turned through 6o^ in tho plane 
of the annular plate. Fig. 6*12 shows 8 = 1 mode* for the earn© 
plate* at frequency equal to 3^n4 kc/s. It was too vfoak to 
photograph the aero mode (a = Q).
x o n g t -  P la te  IV  . - 1 1 0 -
Pig. 6.7 , .,= 1 , 314.1 ko/«. .
%
W
S..8 , * = 2 , AOl.O kc/,, ' Vig. 6*9 , # =3 , 695.# kc/». .
Radinl ioaç*tudinal mor
p * .  -  P laV« 111
h’ig. S.10 .
^ 0 , 86.5 kc/»-
ng. 8.11 , *
, 0 , 86.5 to/"' '
pig. 6.12 ,
326.4 kc/»'
(6*3), Torsional 1
In the following pages* the observed patterns on the 
surface of plates I* II* III and IV* which were all excited at 
the appropriate calculated torsional vibration frequencies 
(Tables (3*6)» (3*7), (3*8) and (3*9)), are shown. They all 
show three diametral nodal lines and a number of concentric 
nodal circles. , The vibrations ware so strong that the alternating 
voltage amplitude was decreased to avoid fracturing the specimens.
Fig. 6.17 for example shows the torsional vibration for 
m = 0 at a frequency, of 229*03 kc/s. for Plate II. It ohc«?;s 
three diametral nodal lines and three circular concentric nodes* 
while Fig. 6,20 shows tho same type of vibration and the same mode 
for Plate III. It shows tliree nodal diametral lines but only 
two circular nodes* at a frequency of 227.0 kc/s. Plats III has 
been made with thickness equals 0.300 cm.* idiile Plate II has a 
thickness of 0.100 cm. Both have the eamo values for the inner 
and outer radii* The last two photographs give good ovidsnco 
that the coupled mod® is flexural* Figs. 6.18 and 6.19 show 
the interference patterns of Plate II for m = 1 and m = 2 
respectively. They show four and five concentric nodal circles 
respectively in addition to the thiee diametral, nodal lines.
Theoretically* torsional Idzîgitudinal vibrations do not 
show any normal displacements and therefore * should display no
Tor» tort il loiij
—313 —
idlnal mode» Plat- 1,
n’ ig .  6 .1 3  , »'i -  0 , 2 0 5 .0  k o /» .  . F ig .  6 .1 4  , *  = 1 , 3 4 9 .4  k c /m . .
Fig. 3.15 , a = 2 , 500.0 ko/#. .
Fig. 6.16 , a = 3 , 659.5 ko/».
_ii4-
Tormioa»! loigiVadim»! .- Pl%t^ 11.
A g
Wg. 6.17 , I» = 0 , 289.05 ko/m.
Plg 6.1A , * a 1 , 419.8 kc/m. . Mg. 6.19 , • a 3 , 616.8 ko/»-
- 116-
Tors ional Lon^i tuâina^l ly tocU s- 111
Fig- 6,20 , m ^ O , 227,0 kc/a.
pig. 6*31 , ^  = 1 , 426,3 kc/a. > Fig. 6.22 , 7*  ^^ , 619.4 Kc/a
-116-
Tor»lonal loojçitadin^ ’•oc-» - Pl»t* IV
"’ig. 6,33 , * =  0 , kc/*.. Vig. 6.34 , »t = 1 , 323.95 ko/#. .
a c , a - 9___ 447.4 kc/*.-i-
yiii. 6.36 . ü = 3 . 370.7 Kc/m. .
'1I7<
interférence patterns; since the condition is that no 
dilatation P. Wood (1955) i> explained that these patterns ~ 
which were all (sccitsd at the appropriate calculated torsional 
vibration frequencies - are entirely due to coupled modes. 
PredominantlyD they show throe nodal diameters and a number of 
circular nodoe, the number increasing vd.th mode order. Once 
again the thinner plate shows more nodes than the thicker one as 
shown in Figs. 6.17 and 6.I8, for the same mod© and at nearly 
the same frequency (229*05 and 227*0 kc/s.).
Mechanical coupling of two or more modes may occur when tho 
displacements duo to on© mode are similar in direction to those 
duo to another mode. The degree of coupling then depends upon 
the difference between the natural or uncoupled frequencies of 
these modes of vibration.
The measured radii of the nodal circles are substantially 
larger than the theoretical nodal radii of the corresponding pure 
flexural vibrations that have the same number of nodal circles 
and nodal diametral lines®
Figo 6027 shows the pure floxi^ral vibration at fraquoncy 
200,5 kc/©. for quarts plato IV. It has three diametral nodal 
linos together with throe concentric nodal circles and a central 
node. According to Kirchhoff'a approximate theory (I85O), tho 
Calculated frequency for this mode is 200*59 kc/s. The radii
-118-
fi-xur+l-ton,*
- IV & i n
f'ig 6. V  , Platt IV , 200. -5 kc/«. .
Pig. 6.28 , Plat- 111 , 257.) .
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of the nodal ci^ roles are 0*461, 0»709 and 0*919g taking the plato 
radius as unityo The measured values agree very wall within 
the accuracy of measurements. Figs. 6.25, 6.24, and 6.25 show 
the forced flexural vibration patterns that have tlireo diametral 
nodal linos and a number of concentric nodal circles at the 
calculated values for the torsional longitudinal vibration 
frequencies, which are 197*15» 325*95 and 447*4 kc/s. corresponding 
to m = 0, 1 and 2 respectively* It can be shown also that not 
only the three diametral flexural vibration with any number of 
nodal circles « depending on the frequency = that can couple with; 
but also other modes vdiich kmppened to have frequency very near 
to the calculated tor^onal longitudinal mode. As an example,
Fig. 6.26 - at a frequency of 570.7 kc/s. calculated for torsional 
mode (m = 5) • has nine diametral nodes together with a number of 
concentric nodal circles.
Fig. 6.28 show® the pur® flexure that has throe diametral 
nodal lines and two concentric nodal circles, for Plate III, at a 
frequency of 257*5 kc/s.
The reason for these coupling can bo explained if we consider 
the stresses ' ' ^  and ^ xy which can be oii^ressed in torsss of
the stress resultants , Tg and These can be put in tho
■120=
fora : •
(6.4). (5^ - 2 h = Tcos (ü3)
and
2fJ^ / 2h = g sin (nO) 
and Ginco the strain and I S  are equal toSX ^
(6.5). = 8,4 ( S; - ô y )
= 2 «,4. . % y
where g is the elastic ccanplianco fiaient.
M
Therefore :
(5.6). = ( 8^ /2) |^ (T-f*3)cGs(n4-2)9^ -(T-^ )(30s(ri«=>2i
*^sx “ (8(4/2) |^ (T+,^ )8ln(m.2)ê=(T=g)8l!m(n«2)ê^ ... (2)
where X-axis of the quarts crystal can bo taken as initial lino.
If we take any point on a circle for which (T - S) =0, 
the resultant shear strain is ( (T + S) } and the axis of
shear makes - (n + 2) © with the X-axis that is - (n + 5) @ with 
the radius vector. Thus tho resulting strain system has ( n 4- 5) * 
fold symmetry and there are (n + 3) values of (G) for v^ich the 
axis of the shear is parallel to the radius vector. These are 
the directions that are favourable for the formation of diametral 
nodes of a flexural vibration, since the siiear strain about the 
radius vector has a maximum value in these directions.
Applying these principles to the modes under study, we find 
that for the case of axis symmetric radial longitudinal vibrations 
g ss 0 and tho axis of the shear makes an angle { -38 ) with the
=121'*
X-axis o TMs the axis of shear 1® parallel to the radius vector 
alohg the tbr@© X-axes and conditions are favourable for a coupled 
flexure having 3 diametral nodes along the three X-axes* Thus 
the ©xos of symmetry lie along the three Y-axes and bisecting the 
angle© ? between the diametral nodes of this coupled flexure.
For the other type of axis-symmetric vibrations i.e. the torsional 
longitudinal vibrations, whore the axis of the sheaz* makes an angle 
( l?/2 « 3 9) with the radius vector and is thus parallel to it 
along the 5-Y-axes. This favours a coupled flexure having three 
diairt(^ tral nodes along the Y-ases. %is explains also the method 
of excitation of both radial and torsional longitudinal vibrations. 
In the fomor case the six electrodes should bo along the three 
electric axes, while in the latter case, the six electrodes should 
be along tho Y«axos to excite the tangentie stresses , ai? has boon 
mentioned earlier in this chapter. The symmetry axes in both casas 
bisect the angles between the throe olsctrio axes.
As an application of this 3-fold symetry, it is possible to 
dstermin© the position of the X- and I-axes merely from the symssstry 
of the interference patterns.
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CHAPTER V U
LYOOPODIÜIf POWDER PATTERNS
(7*1). Introduction
Although the method of scattering fine powder on a vibratiqg 
body to reveal the nodal pattern, is said to be more mechanical 
than optical, but since it gives a visual picture; it falls within 
the scope of this work* It seems tW; the method is relatively 
simple, however, good interpretation can be deduced from the nodal 
pattern ospecially when watching the motion of the fine particles 
as soon as the powder is sprinkled on the vibrating, horizontal, 
surface.
Many theories have been reported to explain the motion of 
fine powder on vibrating bodies* According to Andrade and Smith 
theory (1951); particleo only move towards the nodes when the 
conditions are such that they leave the surface and follow 
parabolic paths.
Waller (1961), suggested that the essential mechanism which 
produces nodal lines depends upon the particles sliding rapidly 
along the eairfac© without necessarily leaving it. For half of 
every vibration of the plate, viz* when it is above the equilibrium 
position, its acceleration is directed downwards. It is a mazimuo
when the plate roaches its highest position. During these half- 
periodss the normal reaction between plate and powder, and there­
fore the friction, is reduced or entirely removed and, sines the 
surface is convex,the powder slides "instantly" to the nodal lines. 
Lord Rayleigh (1894),©xplained tho phenomena of formation of 
powder patterns, due to flexural vibrations, that the particle is 
made to jump by a sufficiently strong transverse motion, after a 
succession of such jumps, the particle ultimately finds its way to 
a node as the only place where it can remain undisturbed.
Hardily and White (1929), related certain types of lycopodium 
powder patterns to the air currents emitted from the corresponding 
faces of til© quartz blocks Andrade and &sith (loo. cit.) found 
that this effect could be eliminated as expected, by carrying out 
the experiment in vacuum.
Wood (1961), reckoned that this disturbance by air currents set 
up at the small amplitudes, had not much effect; since the ratio 
of the velocity to acceleration is so low that only feeble air 
currents are set up.
The explanation for motion of powder patterns on a surface 
vibrating flexurally, the author feels that the views of Lord 
Rayleigh are quit© sufficient but in case that the motion of the 
particles on a surface, is a combination of botli flexural and 
longitudinal vibrations, the surface will bo csossod by a cot of 
nodes of tho vertical displacement together with a sot of nodes of
the horizontal displacement,
àjù
Rarely^you find tho lycopodium powder at rest, even at 
these nodes at which the powder accumulates. Since for a node 
of the horizontal displacement, the particles are continually 
bouncing in the air, while for a vertical displacement node, 
slipping occurs during most of the vibration cycle#
If a node of the vertical displacement coincides with a
node of the horizontal displacement when the direction of motion
will be the same on both sides, if the displacement has a conponent
towards the node, the particles will move towards tho nodo on one
side and away from it on the other side with the result that the
node will not be clearly indicated by the powder although it is
an absolute node of vibration. Since either the horizontEil or
ment
vertical displace/ changes sign in crossing the node so the phase 
relation. between the horizontal and the vertical displacement acting 
towards a node, then it will either collect or strongly disperse 
the powder depending on the relative phase of horizontal and 
vertical displacements. Occasionally, if the amplitude is high, 
the particles can rest at the points of maxijnum di^lacements 
i.e. at the antinodes. Moreover, it can happen that a particle 
can be pushed outside a node fay others and tho exact position of 
the nodal patterns formed is uncertain.
For the case of pure flexural vibration in the vertical
'12&
direction, the corresponding nodes will be indicated as stated 
by Lord Rayleigh.
For a pure longitudinal mode, its vertical displacement 
component, lAich is (duo to the Poisson•© contraction), will 
have all the nodes indicated symmetrically on both surfaces*
It may be possible to account for the observations made 
with fine lycopodium powder on vibrating surfaces where mostly 
the displacements are partially flexural and partially longitudinal 
where only part of the modal system of each vertical and horizontal 
displacements will be indicated since the direction of motion of 
the particles on opposite sides of the plate are opposite*
Generally the lycopodium patterns on the vibrating surface 
are produced by the use of a camel hair brush charged with dry 
lycopodium powder across a piece of stretched lens tissue or fine 
wire mesh held 4 - 5 cm. above the vibrating surface* The 
surface is thoroughly degreased with acetone* Ihe vibrations 
are best excited by six electrodes connected alternately and 
arranged around the periphery of the plate to a source of suitable 
frequency*
Illumination is made with a parallel beam of monochromatic 
light of green mercury
(7.2). Radial lateral vibrations
For the case of annular plates, the nodal radii of radial
123=
lateral longitudinal vibrations can be caaputed numerically 
from the followi.ng formula
(7.1). - B _ ^1 (kr) = constant
Â - ? n S 7
The constant has a definite value for each particular
mode m where m = o, 1, 2, ) etc* The nodes obtained from 
this equation are a series of concentric circles* For the 
limiting case i*e* the case of the disc the equation used to 
calculate the nodal radii is 
(7*2). (kr) = o
Again the nodal radii are concentric circles with a node 
in the centre of the disc* The numerical values obtained by 
moans of a digital computer are tabulated in the next 4 following 
tables (7o 1-4)0
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Tlie observed pattern will first be considered for the 
case of disc IV. This will be followed by a discussion of the 
observed patterns obtained with annular plates.
Tha powder patterns obtained for radial longitudinal modes, 
in case of the disc IV are shown in Figs. 7.1, 7«2, 7*3 and 7*4 
for modes m = o, 1  ^2, 3 respectively at frequencies calculated 
and tabulated in table (3*5*)*
In the photographs the centre of the disc does not show a 
position of rest although theory predicts the presence of a central 
node for this type of vibration. This can be explained by the 
fact tiiat there exists a non vanishing normal displacement which is 
due in turn to Poisson*s contraction. Accordingly the disc shows 
an antinodo in the middle. Here it has to be emphasised that the 
motion is partially vertical and partially horizontal. % e  
vertical displacement can be revealed by the interference method 
which is in turn partially flexural and partially due to the normal 
displacement of the radial longitudinal vibration*
Fig. 6. 7 shows the interference pattern in case of m = 1 
mode for tho normal displacements. The frequency of vibration is 
314.10 kc/o. This particular mode should show a circular node 
duo to Poisson *8 contraction of radius .4489a, v-diere a is the 
radius of the disc (Table (6.4)).
This mode is counled with t&ie flexural that has three
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al 1 on,7;‘j t'l'^ inal - Plat-^ IV
Pi)7. V.l , an = 1 , J-l4,Cl kC^s Fig. 7.? , m = 1 , 314.1 kc/s.
I
Fig , m = ? , .jOl.O kc/s, fij- 7.4 , n, = ,5 .^^7.0 Icc/s..
diametral nodes together with three concentric nodal circles*
Fig® 60^  shows this pure flexure excited at frequency 200*5 kc/s.
radii of the three nodal circles are Oikèl^ 0*709 and 0*919 
taking the disc radius as unity*
The aclieraatic diagram 7*5 shows the aiperpossd patterns 
of both Figs* 6*27 and tho theoretically predicted radial longit­
udinal pattern ia the thickness direction for m = 1 mode with 
the proper signs at certain part of the cyelo. Whenever a node 
of either type is passed, the sign of this particular motion has 
to be changed ©a eeoa in the diagram*
From this combination above, the interference pattern, 
©iîperieientaily obtained in Fig. 6*7, can be explained as shown in 
Fig* 7*6# Fig* 7*6* shows^beside the interference pattern % a 
circular nod© due to the lateral displacement at 0.?153 of the disc 
radius* The interference pattern on the other face of the dise 
io identical with Fig. 6*7 but turned through 60^ as mentionad 
earlier in Chapter VI*
Tho observed powder pattern (Pig. 7*2.) for modo m = 1 can 
be explained on the basis of the schematic diagram 7 *^  which showj 
a set of arrows that has to change sign ©very time a node of either 
mod© of vibration is crossed* Since the motion in the hcrisontal 
plan© is radial, so the arrows will be directed ia the radius 
direction.
'1 34 -
Sohematio diagram 7.5
Schematic diagram 7.6
f
Schematic diagram 7.7
Pig. 7 .8  , m = 1 , 314.10 k c /a .
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The centre is not a point of complete rest since the normal 
displacement is non vanishing* . This is clearly noticed in all 
radial powder patterns for m = o, Ig 2 and 3 respectively.
A node will collect powder and be indicated if each two 
consecutive arrows converge at this node. On the other hand; 
a node will disperse powder if each two c^ sisecutivo arrows diverge 
and eventually the node will not be indicated. The schematic 
diagram 7*7» illustrates these facts with the exact converging 
directed arrows. The diverging arrows‘•according to which the 
node will not be indicated - are marked in broken lines. The net 
result is shown in thick dark lines and those lines are those 
indicated by the powder as observed experimentally in Fig. 7*2$ 
for the lateral radial type of vibration for (m = 1). I&e 
powder pattern on the opposite side of the specimen will be 
exactly the same but turned through 60°. This is due to 
the partly complementary nature of the interference pattern which 
ia a fundamental property of a combination of both longitudinal 
and flexural vibrations. The powder pattern on the opposite 
side is shown in Fig. 7*8.
It has to be emphasised that the node indicated by the 
lycopodium powder were not all of the same nature, as the powder 
tended to move along some of them only for the reasons just given.
A similar treatment of tho problem can be given to tho
observed patterns for different mode and for annular plates.
Fig, 6.10 shows the interference pattern for annular plate III 
at frequency 86.5 kc/s. This agrees with the calculated valu© 
for m = o mode, pattern on the reverse aid© when the
specimen is turned over is of complementary nature as mentioned 
before• Fig, 6.11 shows the reversed surface for the same 
orientation as in Fig. 6.10, It is clear that the pattern is the
same on the other face but turned through 60® in the plane of the
annular plate.
Fig. 7*9 shows the powder pattern for the same annular plate 
for the sero order modo (m = o), at a frequency of 86,5 kc/o.
The aehematic diagram 7*10 predicts the position of tho powder at 
the nodes as indicated. But as shown from F% .  7*9 “ which also 
shows the interference pattern in reflection - shows that soms 
parts are indicated but others, are not. ^ i s  is mainly due to 
the relative phase between the horizontELl and vertical displacements 
although there is a component of the horizontal displacement 
acting towards this node.
While Fig. 7.11 shows the powder pattern for annular Plato I 
for the zero mode (m = o), at frequency 102*0 kc/s. It shows the
accumulation of powder at the corresponding nodes. Pigs, ÿ.12,
7*13 and 7*14 show the powder patterns for the radial longitudinal, 
modes (m = 1, 2 and 3 respectively). The frequencies of vibration
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Plate i n
7,$ , = 0 , 86r#
Schfmat^ c 2.\agczim "7. LO
Radl«l longitudinal nodo# - Flat* 1.
/
Pig. 7.11 , n . 0 , 101.5 kq/m.
Pig. 7.19, * . 1 , 909.7 kpXk
Pig. 7.13, • «  2 , 9*7.9 Kc/a. ., Pig. 7.14, ■ ■ S , 740.0 W a .  .
are listed in Table (5*2),
For m = 1 mode for annular plate III, the vertical 
displacements are shown in F%, 6.12 at frequency 326.4 kc/s.
It can be said that this is A combination of a flexural 
vibration (freq. 257<*5 kc/s} that has respectively three diametral 
and two circular nodal lines shown in Fig, 6.28 and the theoretical 
predicted radial normal displacement. The combination of Fig.6.l8 
and the radial normal displac«aent gives the observed interference 
pattern (Fig. 6,12 ).
The nodes of a pure flexure are all indicated. Fig. 7*15 
gives the nodal pattern of the pure flexure for plate III at 
frequency 257<>3 kc/s. The corresponding interference pattern 
is shown in Fig. 6.28.
To explain the powder pattern for m = 1 for Plate III; the 
schematic diagram 7^ 16 shows a superposition of both the interference 
and the theoretically expected powder pattern on one surface.
The latter should show a circular node at 0,6265, vdaere the outer 
radius of the annular plate is taken as unity.
If every two consecutive arrows diverge, the node will not be 
indicated, while if they converge, the node will be shown. The 
diagram is provided with these illustrational arrows. From such 
an illustration we can explain the observed powder pattern shown in 
Fig. 7*17" Again, the powder pattern on the opposite face is the
'110—
Plaie 111
F ig  7 15 , F le x u ra X  , 2 57 .5  k c / 3. Sc Uunatic àxa.g na-wii n Vb.
Pig. 7.17 , m = 1 , 326.4 kc/i
7.16 . ,1 = 1 , 326. 4 kc/t,
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eame as Fig* 7*17 but turaed through 60°, as stated earlier»
Fig* 7«l8 reveals both the interference and powder pattern on 
the opposite face for the same mode. Ihls method of super­
position of both patterns has been carried out to avoid any 
misleading Interpretation that might arise from the powder 
pattern alone « in case of coupled modes, since the scattered 
lycopodium powder method indicates some of the nodes but not all*
Eero the specimen is observed in reflection coated on the 
loifor surface and rests on a similarly coated optical flat.
When excited into particular mode, the powder is then spriiikled 
and tho photograph is taken for both interference pattern - on 
the lower surface - and powder pattern - on the top surface - 
at the same time superposed on top of each other.
In a similar manner, all powder patterns can bo explained 
by an idea of the corresponding interference pattern. Fig» 7 #19 
shows the radial longitudinal mode of second order (m = 2) at 
frequency 597*4 kc/s* and Figs. 7.20 , 7.21, 7.22 and 7*23 sihov 
the powder patterns obtained on the surface of the annular plate 
IX « for the same type of vibration for m = o, 1, 2 and 3 respectively,
(7*3)• Standing waves.
In the opening of each annular plate, there arise - in case 
of radial vibration© - standing waves in the air. Vlhen tho 
plate vibrates in resonance there it causes alternate compression
-142-
longitudinal nod* - Pint# 111.
ng. 7.13 , m , $ , 537.8 ko/#. .
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H*aiia lamgitudim*! mod*# - Pl#t# 11 .
Wg. 7.30 , * = 0 , 88.8 ko/#.. Wf. 7.ai , • • 1 , W . 8  ko/W. .
Mg. 7.33 , * # & ,  «39.0 ko/#. .
Mg. 7.39 , # . 3 , 933.3 W#. .
rarefaction*, the air vibrates in resonance. When lycopodium 
powder is crinkled, it forms concentric nodal circles. The 
separation between these nodes is a distance of V2 ; whore 
is given by the simple formula,'
(7.3) c = t; A
C is the velocity rf sound in air in cm/so^. ana if
is the frequency of vibration in c/s.
Measurements have been carried out on some of these 
patterns. The values of V 2 for Plate II for m = 1 and m = 2 
respectively, are 0.102 and 0,52 eras. These are accurate 
within the experimental errors. The magnification of these 
patterns is ( x 1.827)- The same measurements were made on 
Figs. 7ol2 and 7.13 for m = 1 and 2 at frequencies 289 - TOO 
307 . 800 kc/s. respectively. The corresponding values of 
were .035 said .05 cm. respectively.
Fig. 7*24 shows a graph of the measured distances from 
the centre of the plate for successive circular nodes of the 
standing waves in the opening of the annular plate II, plotted 
against^2 intervals. Curve (1) shows these measurements for the 
first mode at frequency 327*6 kc/s. while curve (2) shows the 
corresponding measurements for the second mode at frequency 
623-0 kc/s. The relation is linear and, of equal distances 
for equal /^2 intervals.
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Fig, 7.24.
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(7*4) Torsional lateral vibrations
^  ^  '    *     nmm ■■ n w i w i w aujti m n iBi
This type of motion is perpendicular to the radius vector 
and in the plane of the plate. Theory predicts that for 
lateral torsional vibration, the nodes are of circular shape 
and concentric. nodal radii has been calculated from the
formula
(7.4). - D = (k'r)
C (k'r!T
idiere D is a constant and has a particular value for 
C
each mode m where s can take the values of o, 1, 2$ 3 etc.
For the limiting case i.e. when the internal radius of the 
annular plate tends to zero; the above equation takes the form,
(7 5). (k*r) = 0
This is the case of a disc. (Plate IV.)
The values giving the nodal radii of the three annular 
plates and the disc will be given in tables (7*5), (7.6) and (7*7)* 
Hero the motion is tangential to the radius vector so the arrows 
in all the schematic diagrams will be indicated tangential to the 
radius as shown later.
Consider first the disc IV. Fig. 6.23 shows the inter­
ference pattern at freq. 197*5 kc/s for m = o with 3 diametral 
and three concentric nodal circles of radii .461, .706 and .919 
taking tho disc radius as unity. To explain the observed powder 
pattern obtained and Aown in Fig. 7.25 at the same frequency
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Toralonal longitudinal nod## - Plat# IV
. «  w - . . .
Pig. 7. 25 , It a 0 , 1)7.5 ko/m..
I
SchMatic diagram 7.26 . Fig. 7.27 , It a 0 , 1^. 5 ko/m,
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for m s o we have to superpose - in a similar manner as in case 
of radial longitudinal vibrations - the interference pattern 
shown in Fig. 6.23 with the theoretical lateral torsional 
displacements in the horizontal plane. For the latter case, 
theory predicts two nodes at r = o and r = .7461, %e 
combination is shown in the schematic diagram 7*26 with the 
arrows indicated • In the positions where the arrows converge 
the powder will accumulate and vice versa. The powder pattern 
on the other side of the disc is shown in Fig. 7*27* The plate
has been printed with the emulsion side up so that the correct 
orientation of the disc is attained. It is noticed that the 
patterns on the two sides of the specimen are complementary,
A similar explanation hold@ for the powder pattern for 
m = o of Plate II at frequency 229*03 kc/s. shown in Fig. 7#28.
The vertical displacements are shown in the interference pattern 
6.17 for the same mode and the same frequency. The vertical 
displacements are again superposed on the theoretically predicted 
horizontal lateral displacements. The latter should have a cicular 
«oâô of radius 0.7760 a where (a) has the dimension of the 
outer radius of the annular plate II. The schematic diagram 
7.29 shows this superposition with the exact direction of the 
arrows and thf" exact radii of horizontal and vertical displacements 
nodes. Fig. 7*30 shows the powder pattern on the other surface.
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Torsional longitudinal #od« { rnmQ ) - Piato 11.
Mg. 7.28 , itaO , 229.3 ko/m ..
Schematic diagram 7.29 .
Mg. 7.30 , m a 0 , 229.3 ko/«..
For the next mode i.e. m = 1, the interference fringes 
show a pattern with.3 diametral and 4 concentric nodal circles 
shown in Fig. 6»l8. A superposition of the theoretical 
lateral horizontal displacement circular nodes 0.5911 0.9077 a
(Table 7*6) and the interference pattern nodes has been traced 
and this is shown on the schematic diagram 7*31* The observed 
powder pattern for the same mode and the same frequency (419.2 kc/s-^ 
is shown in Figs. 7*32 and ?.33-
In the Case of the thick annular plate III, Fig. 6.28 shows 
the flexural vibration which has 3 diametral and two circular 
concentric nodes. As was stated earlier all the nodes will be 
indicated for the pure flexural modes.
For the m = o mod©, the lycopodiua pattern as shown in 
Figs. 7*34 and 7*35 reveals the combination of both the vertical 
displacements and the horizontal on both surfaces. In this case 
the vertical displacement shows 3 diametral and only 2 concentric 
nodal circles at a frequency of 227*0 kc/s. Fig. 620. Here we 
can notice the fact that for nearly the same Arequency$ the 
interference pattern for the same mode but for Plate H, which has 
the same dimension but differs in the thickness shows 3 diametral 
and 3 circular nodes. Fig. 6.17. %is is mainly due to the effect 
of tho,thickness since the flexure depends mainly on the thickness 
of the plate.
-J54-
Toraioaal longitudinal mod; ( m = 1 ) - PXato 11
Schomatlo diagram 7.31
Pig. 7. 32 , m » 1 , 41). 2 ko/m.. Pig. 7. 33 , m a 1 , 419.2 kc/a..
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Poriional longitudinal mode ( m=0 ) - Plato. 111.
. 'J
Fig. 7.:54 , m = 0 , 227.0 kc/s.. Pig. 7.55 , m = 0 , 227.0 kc/s ..
Scematic diagram 7.36
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To explain the powder pattern, the schematic diagram 
7*56 shows a combination of the normal displacement i.e. the 
interference pattern (Fig. 6.20) and the theoretical lateral 
displacement for m = o. %is latter vibration should have a 
circular node of radius 0.7760 taking the outer radius of the 
plate as unity. The arrows show the positions where the 
powder will accumulate or disperse according to whether the 
arrows direction converge or diverge respectively.
It has been noticed that as the thickness increases 
there is a possibility of quite complicated patterns. This 
can be shown in Fig. 6.21. It shows the interference pattern 
for m = 1 of the torsional longitudinal vibration at . 
frequency 426.3 kc/s. Fig. 7*37 shows the corresponding 
lycopodium powder pattern.
Fig. 7.38 shows the m = 2 mode for the same type of 
vibration and the same annular plate III, at a frequency of 
598*65 kc/s. The vertical displac«nents have 4 circular nodes 
and 3 diametral ones Fig. 6.22. The powder pattern - predicted 
theoretically - should have two circular nodes of radii 0.59H 
and 0.9077 taking the outer radius of the annular plate as unity.
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Tor*lo*al longitudinal mode# - Plato 111 •
>  -
Pig*. 7.37 , m « 1 , 426.3 ko/m..
Fig. 7.38 , m m 2 , 398.65 ko/m..
CHAPTER VIII
PHOTOSIASTIC STRESS PATTERNS OF VIBRATim BODIES
(8.1). Introduction
Here the photo-elastic stress patterns of vibrating bodies 
is discussed with particular reference to 2-cut isotropic quarta 
lamine. The case considered is that of a plate in a state of 
plane stress in the XÎ-plane.
In these experiments, on vibrating quartz crystals; since 
the photo-elastic effect is small and the plates under study are 
thin; the retardation would not be increased sufficiently to 
produce the first intensity minimum without danger of exceeding 
the breaking stress. The retardation is given by the well known 
equation of the intensity of light transmitted by a birefringont 
medium betv/oen crossed polariser and analyser vhich is:
(8.1). 1 = 1 Ginf (2*) sin  ^ (^3 ).o
where ^ = relative phase retardation between the two polarised
waves emerging frcsa the biréfringent medium 
Gi zz the acute angle between the polariser and a principle
axis of the medium 
= incident intensity of light.
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The transmitted intensity is zero if
(8.2). = o or ti/2 i.e* if the principle axes of the
medium are parallel to the polarizer and analyser, 
or _
(8.3). if = aniRg that is if the pliase retardation o
is a whole number of periods.
Thus in a statically stressed non-optically active isotropic 
medium where the stress varies across the specimen, two sots of dark 
fringes are noticed. One set, the iaoclinics, yhiich joiÿ points 
where the principle stress directions are parallel to the polarizer 
and analyser ax< s. The other set called the Isochromats which 
join points at which the difference between the principle stresses 
results in a retardation of an integral number of periods and the 
position of the fringes for each non-zero value of n in equation
(8.3) depends on the ivave length.
Now if we take the case of isotropic lamina subjected to a 
vibrating plane stress, the retardation will vary sinusiodalJLy 
with the stress at the frequency of vibration. Putting S  = Acoo wt, 
where the first maximum is at A  = 3.832 rad- . it can bo shown
that the isoclinics and isochromats are unaffected by the vibration. 
Equation (8.1) becomes
(8.4.) I = 8in^ 2ct. ( 1 - J A ) /2 m o  o
The mean transmitted intensity (I ) is zero whenm
a o or 21 also %Aen ^  = o
2
In case the medium is optically active as the specimens 
under studies which ai'e Z-cut quarts lamine; we assume that the 
natural Optical activity is affected by the stress only to the 
same extent as the refractive index so this change can be ignored 
in comparison vrith the birefringence introduced in the direction 
of the optic , Z-axia.
(8.2). Effect of optical activity.
The intensity transmitted by an optically active artificially 
or naturally biréfringent lamina placed between polariser and 
analyser, is given by:
(8o5)o I = |cos (q(- p) cos S / 2 - 2h sin (ci-p) sin S/2I
^  (1 "k h^)
2 , , .2^ - h I cos ( e(+ p) Gin g
'1 + h^f
This equation was derived by Preston (I9OI), where 4. and |3 are the
angles between the polarizer and analyser with one axis of the
section of the index ellipsoid by the wave front, h is the axial
ratio of the 2 elliptically polarised waves in a biréfringent
optically active medium.
The condition for zero intensity is:
a) ( ^ ?<X) = k tan ^ fph tan S /2 1
(8,6) 1 + 
and b) either ( + ^  ) =
2
(8.7) or S =  -2nT?
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Since equation (8.6.a ) must hold good for zero intensity, the 
polarizer and analyser axes must be mis-oriented by an angle
(8,8) tan*^ f 2h . tan S *|
L 1 2 J
Condition (8.8) can be achieved automatically if the light is 
reflected back from the far side of the lamina to retrace its path 
exactly. However this reflection accounts for a complicated 
expression for the intensity since a left-handed elliptic wave on 
incidence becomes a right-handed on reflection after passing throu^ 
the lamina and vice versa.
Fortunately, this does not affect the points of zero intensity 
which we are interested in i.e. the isoclinic cross and the black 
concentric rings for the zero order isochromats, since the light 
emergent fron the lamina at these points for the stress fringes, 
is plane polarized and will retrace exactly its path again in the 
same state as on incidence. At these black rings the sections of 
the index ellipsoids are circular so the incident light is unresolved 
and darkness prevails.
Summing up all these discussions; it can be said that a thin 
Z-cut quartz crystal vibrating longitudinally in the Xf-plane 
may behave exactly liko a statically stressed isotropic medium 
except that the principle stress directions differ from the directions 
of the polarizer and analyser by lialf the effective rotation in quartz 
for the wave length of the light under use.
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The flexural vibrations do not show any effect in these photo- 
elastic stress patterns since the summing birefringence of an 
isotropic lamina to light traversing it normally is zero.
(8.3). Relation between isoclinics and isocbromats
principle stress differences.
Tile isochromatic aoro order lines correspond to (P - Q) = o
in tho equation relating the principle stress differences in the
«plane with tho stress resultants and , this equation is:
(8.9). m  (P - Q) »^( Tj. - Tç)^ + 4
whore 2h = thickness of the lamina.
00 for vanishing of (P - Q), it can be seen to involve 
independently the two conditions:-
(8.10). (S - T.) = o and S _ = or 9 ru
ihe direction of the principle stresses P and Q are defined 
by the expression;
(8.11),. tan 2 9 p ^ d 0  = - Ü s â —
ÏÏpon solving the equation (8*11); we obtain two roots Op and 
Oq , 90^ apart which define the directions of stresses P and Q 
rocpQctively. A curve at wiiich Op and 0^ remain constant is 
known as isoclinic. Of course in optically active medium like quartz 
in Z-direction the isoclinics corresponding to principle stress 
directions are ois-oriented by half of natural rotation of quarts 
calculated for the thickness of the lamina and for the wave length
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of light in use.
Having reached this stage of explaining the behavior of 
vibrating thin Z-cut quartz lamina which will behave as a uni­
axial and optically active, medium; the experimental set up 
followed by the experimental results will be discussed.
For such observations of stress patterns by plane polarized 
light, the arrangement of the optical systems used was as shown 
in the diagram 3.1. (Chapter III).
Illumination was made by monochromatic green light from a 
medium pressure mercury lamp. The crystal was examined by 
reflection, coated on the lower surface and matched against uncoated 
glass optical flat. The polarizer was set immediately after the 
second lonsl^ to satisfy equation (8.8) although it accounts for a 
change in the hand of the elliptic wave incident on the crystal and 
reflected back at the lower surface. However, we are only interested 
in the points vhere the stress difference is zero.
To mcrk the vibration direction of plane polarised light, we 
used a half shade plate which is simply a sheet of Polariod cut by 
a straight line at a small angle to the axis of vibration of the 
transmitted light. One piece was turned over and the two pieces 
mounted side by side with a separation of o.23 m.m. The two halves 
of the field of illumination are equally bri^t only when the line 
of division is parallel or perpondicular t» the analyser axis.
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Before making any observations the polarizer and analyser 
were set in the
Observation of the stress patterns by the use of either 
plane or circularly polarized light is very sensitive for 
detecting modes^even the weakest ones; i^nce the brief flashes 
of light seen as a mode is passed through, are more easily detected 
than the momentary broadening of the interference fringes.
Observation by circularly polarized light does not offer 
much except that the isoclinics are avoided*
(8.4)* Radial and torsional longitudinal modes.
The brightening occurs when a mode is excited only at these 
points where the circular plate is strained differently in the 
radial and tan^ntial directions ±n the XY-plane. dhese are 
points indicated by bright rings. The dark zero order isocfarcaaats 
occur as dark concentric rings,Bergman (1949) has considered the 
birefringence of oscillating glass discs. In this paper, he 
calculated the nodal lines of birefringence for these ^lass discs 
which make appearance when radial and tangential strains are equal. 
These zero points of birefringence for a solid disc are given by
(8.12) J^(X) = o whore Jp(X) is the second order Bessol
function. In a more recent paper (1958), he considered the case 
of annular plates of glass but he did not make any derivation for 
the calculation of the nodal circles.- , Here this case will be 
evaluated mathematically and numerically.
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it can be proved that for the case of annular plates, the 
nodal points in case of radial longitudinal vibrations are given 
by the equation;
• Jp (kr) _ n/_
(8.13). ^ ^ = ’^ r “
where ratio B/^ assumes a special definite value for each 
particular mode calculated from equation (5.4o) in Chapter V,
While for the case of torsional longitudinal displacement, 
these zero points of birefringence are given by:
(8.W. P-<i . 2 » ^  . V  • 5
where , has again a special definite value calculated 
mathematically for each particular mode from equation (5*47).
Tlie calculated values for the radii of dark rings for each mode 
of radial and torsional longitudinal vibrations are tabulated in 
Tables (8,1 - 7) for the first nine modes m, when m = o, 1, 2, 3 etc.
They agree vary well with the experimental results. The so 
radii were calculated as a fraction of the cuter radii of the plates 
which will be taken as usity.
The photographs taken in case of radial longitudinal 
vibrations will be arranged successively for m = o, 1$ 2 and 3; 
for plates I, II and IV respectively (Figs* 8.1 - 12).
It can be shown that for radial vibrations, there are m 
nodal concentric circles where m is the mode order as calculated
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Radiai tudinal modes - plate 1 .
Kig. 8.1 , «  = 0 , 101.6 kc /s ..
Kig. 8.2 ,n = 1 , 283.7 kc/s
8.3 , m ^ 2 , 507.0 kc/s.. ffig. 0.4 , I* = 3 , 740. 9
—X7"4.’”
Radial longitudinal modes - Pla.t« 11
Flg. 8.5 , m - 0 , 86.8 Wc/s
Fi%. 8.7 , m = 2 , 623.0 Kc/s Fig. 6.6 f m = 3 , 8i9.2 kc/s‘-
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Radial Longitudinal modes - Plate IV.
Fig. 9.9 , m=0 , 114.0 kc/s, Pig. 8.10 ,m = 1 , 314.1 kc/a.
Pig. 8.11 , m = 2 , 501.0 kc/s, Pig. 8.12 , mcmbination , 687.0 kc/s,
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by the theory^ For plate IV it was found that there are m 
nodal circles in addition to the node at the centre. All the 
laminae involved are cut from left handed crystals i.e. they 
rotate the plane of polarization clockwise to an observer looking 
in the direction of propagation of the light. Here the isoclinics 
are shown to be rais-oriented by half the natural rotation in the 
thin plates for the light wave length used. (A = 3k6l A®)
The optical rotation for plates I , II 4 IV respectively are 
22 42 j 23 52 and 23 45 » The vibration directions are marked 
in each photograph by a broken line. The unbroken line maries 
the orientation of the isoclinic arm. The angle subtended 
agrees i?ery well, within the accuracy of measurements, in each 
case with the fact that for thin isotropic stressed laminae, the 
isoclinics correspond to principle stress directions differing 
from the directions of the axes of the polarizer and analyser by 
half the natural rotation in quartz for wave length in use; which 
is 5461 A°.
In the case of torsional longitudinal vibrations, from
equation (8.11) since (Tr* - TQ) = o , therefore the principle stress
directions make angle (9) = TT *. 3TT , hence the isoclinics
4 4
for the left handed 2-cut quartz lamina are the pair mis-oriented
from the vibration direction by 4$^ + half the angle of natural
rotation of the plate and 5^ 1 + half the angle of natural
4
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rotation of the plate. This has baon sho?m in the photo^aphs 
(8,13=16), (8.17=20), (Go21-23)4 (8o24=a?)fcrPlatea I, II, III 
and IV for m = o, 1, 2 and 3* Hare we have in addition to 
(m 4- 1) nodes, a central node in the middle of the disc.
For annular plates we have a node at the edge were r = b; b 
is the internal radius of the annular plate. In both solid and 
annular plates, the outermost circle of the zero order isochrcmats 
coincide with the periphery of the plate i.e. with r = a, where 
a is the external radius of the plate.
Fig. 8.12 shows the photo-elastic vibratixsg stress pattern 
for radial vibration ( m = 3)» at frequency 687.0 kc/s. It
is not a pure radial since the calculated value of m = 4 in case 
of torsional vibration lies very near to the value observed for 
this particular radial mode. The amplitude of the excitations 
was sufficiently small to avoid changes in the effective rotatory 
power.
For thick plates, it can be shown that irregularities were 
pronounced. This was investigated for the case of Plate III vdth 
a thickness of 0.300 cm. The isoclinic cross is hardly rscognisable. 
In addition to that the angle between one aim of the isoclinic cross 
and the vibration diréction is not exactly as calculated theoretically 
see Fag. 8.21.
The effective rotation for this thickness of Plate III is 70^ 13 ‘
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Torsiona.7. T o a ^ ; i*u d im l  moti-s - P I \ t r  1
-1,^.  ^  ^0 , kc/s, F ig .  8 .14  , m = 1 , i4 9 .4  k c / s . .
 SC
\
i \ S r
■-g. 8 . 1 5  , m = 2 , 5 0 0 . 0  k % / s . . Fig. 8.IS , m = S , S59.5 kc/s..
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Torsiona,! IerTgUu.d.iJ^ ModéS -  FXa.t<^  IL
Fig. S.J7 , m = 0 , 329 05 Rç/s .
 ^18 , m r 1 ; 419.2 Ift/r
f^ ig. 9.13 , m =  2 ,616.6 kcA* .
f«, »,zo . . . 3  .
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Tor^inna]. longitudinal modes - Plat* IH
\
Pig. 8.21 , rn = 0 , 227.0 ko/*. .
Fig. 8.22 , m = 1 , 420.-3" ko /» . . Pige 9.23 , m = 2 , 538.65 kc/a.
- I S l . -
Tors iona.1  longltuB-irvsLl mo3^s -  T iexte IV  .
\ 6h 63
Fi 7o 8.24 , m - 0 , 19^.5 kc/.*?.. Pig - 8.25 , m = 1 , 22^  ^ 0 i^ o/s. .
56 53 ^ ^ € 6  Sb
. 6 .?S , m = 2 , 4 47 . 4  k c / s . .
... Ô.2- , m = S , S70.7 kc/s. .Pig
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so f^r m = o torsional mode the position of one arm of the cross 
should be mis-oriented from the vibration direction of the plane 
polarised light by 80° 13*. Experimentally this was found to be
Bk°.
Moreover from Fig. 3,23 for m = 2 at a frequency of 598.63 kc/s 
it is clear that the zero order isochroaats are imperfect ccmiplete 
circles,
(8«$) Superposed stress and interference patterns
For such observations, the crystal is coated on the lower 
surface with 7 dielectric multilayers and matched against a 
similarly coated optical flat. Dielectrics are used to avoid
I • .
electrode short circuiting.
The crystal was either illuminated in reflection or in 
transmission using either plane or circularly polarized light.
The optical set up was as in the schematic diagram 3*1, to 
observe the crystal in reflection. For such observations id.th 
plane polarized light, the quarter wave plate was removed and 
polai'iser and analyser set in the extinction position. When 
circularly polarized light was used a^4 plate was set at 4$° to 
the vibration direction. Thus v s o get rid of the isoclinics when
the crystal is excited becoming thereby biréfringent.
e ‘To observe the crysi^ in transmission, the optical
arrangement used is shown in schematic diagram 3.2. Eero we set
-183-
the crystal between analyser and polarizer and rotate them until 
extinction occurs. By this mean we are observing the crystal 
in piano polarized light. To obtain circularly polarized light, 
the two^ plates are inserted on opposite sides of the specimen 
and set at 45^ to the vibration direction.
When the crystal is excited by the six electrode system 
at a particular mode; both the vibrating stress and interference 
patterns, vievrad either in transmission or reflection were observed 
superposed on each other. The aim of taking such superposed 
photographs was to seek for correlation between the nodes observed 
in interference patterns and the corresponding zero order isochromats. 
Also to make sure that both patterns correspond to the same mode 
and same frequency. Much more important, was to show from such 
superposed photographs that the interference pattern is always 
coupled to the flexures in the normal plane which have 3 diametral 
and any number of nodal circles depending on the frequency of 
vibration. Of course, the flexural vibration would not ^ow any 
appearance in the case of vibrating stress fringes since the ovt*rall 
birefringence of an isotropic lamina to light traversing it normally 
is sero when vibrating flexurally. Moreover no birefringence is 
produced by shear stresses acting in planes parallel to the direction 
of propagation of light. Thus all we see, by vibrating stress 
fringes are, the longitudinal stresses in the XÏ-plane-
Fig. 8.28 shows the m = o mode in the case of torsional
-1 9 Î-
Superposed pa.tfcerns - Plaie III
Fig. 8.28 , fn  ^0 , 227.0 kc/s ..
»  $
Fi«. 6.29 , m = 0 , 227.0 kc/s..
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longitudinal vibration at a frequency of 227.0 kc/s using circular 
polarized light. In this case we observe the zero order iso- 
chromats, (which correspond to this particular mode and ;i^ ich 
agree very well with the numerical values predicted for this 
mode) plus the multiple beam interference transmission pattern 
which corresponds to the vertical displacement. The interference 
pattern shows 3 diametral and 2 concentric nodal circles. This 
has been shown alone in Fig. 6.20 (Chapter VI) using a monochromatic 
collimated parallel beam of light. It can clearly be seen that 
the definition of the multiple beam interference fringes when 
oscillating seems superior to the case of observing interference 
pattern using ordinary raonochrcaaatie lifeht either in reflection 
or transmission. Fig. 8.29 shows the same mode but using plane 
polarized light the crystal being viewed in reflection. Notice 
the extreme sharp, envelope of the oscillating fringes. At 
maximum displacement where the velocity is a minimum; the intensity 
is very small in this reflection interference pattern.
Fig. 8.30 shows the third mode (m =2 ) for the same plate
by
at a frequency of 398.63 kc/s. The plate was observed/circularly 
polarized light and viewed in transmission. It shows the aero 
isochromats and the transmission interference fringe pattern, which 
has 4 circular concentric nodal circles and 3 diametral nodes, 
superposed on each other. Again one can see the high definition
-18f-
SuprrpoQcd p^ttrrna - Plate I LI .
Fig. 8.30 , m = 3 , 596.65kr/s,
Plat- 11 ,
ng. 8.31 , m = 1 , 419.2 kc/s..
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of the interference transmission multiple beam oscillating 
fringe envelope. The intensity becomes a maximum when the 
velocity is a minimum i.e. at the envelope of each fringe, 
and it then drops as the velocity increases. Fig. 6*1.
(Chapter VI) shows the interference pattern for the same mode 
using ordinary monochromatic parallel light.
Fig. 8.31 shows a superposed pattern for m « 1 mode at 
a frequency of 419.2 kc/s. using cix^olar polarised light in 
transmission. The interference pattern obtained by a mono­
chromatic parallel beam of light is Aown in Fig. 6.18» It 
shows a flexure with 4 concentric nodal circles and 3 diametral 
nodes. The radii of the dark zero order isochroaatic rings agree 
well with those theoretically calculated within the experimental 
limits; as mentioned earlier. Figs. 8.32 and 8.33 show the 
superposed patterns for the second and third modes of the saae 
type of vibration and same plate using plane polarized light.
Fig. 8.34 shows the superposed pattern for the third mode observed
#
in reflection using circular polarized Hjgjbth The interference 
pattern observed by monochromatic ordinary parallel li^t is shown 
in Fig. 6.19.
Figs. 8.33$ 8.36 and 8.37 show the superposed pattern of 
Plate I for m » 0$ 1 St Z modes respectively of the torsional 
type of vibraticm. The frequencies are: 203.0, 349#4
•166'
Superposed piVtCTnS -  f l i t e  IV-
PH'- 8.3Z , m = 1 ,419.2 kc/s.
Pi*. 8.3d , m = 2 , 623.0 kc/s,. pig. 8.54 , m = 2 , 625.0 kc/s.
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Superposed patterns - Plate 1
#
«
Fig. 8c 35 , m = 0 j  2 0 ^ - 0  kc/s,
K
Figa 8.36 ; 3 , 349,4 kc/s. Figo 8.37 , m = 2 , SOO.O k c / s .
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and 500.2 kc/s. respectively.
For Plate IV, Fig. 8.3® Shows ni 1 ®ode of the longitudinal
torsional type using circularly polarized light in transmission 
at a frequency of 324.0 kc/s.
(8.6) Hexagonal pattern
Whilst making observations with circular or plane polarized 
light on Plate IV , a hexagonal-like pattern made its appearance. 
The two sides of the disc wore flat so it v/as thought that this 
hexagonal pattern might be due to growth layers in the isother 
crystal from which this 2-cut disc was cut. The hexagonal pattern 
was observed with plane polarized light in reflection and %d.th the 
coated side of the specimen matched against a similarly coated 
optical flat.
In order to find out the crystallographic orientation of the 
hexagonal pattern with respect to the crystallographic axes of the 
natural quartz crystal, the plate was excited at the second 
of the torsional longitudinal mode at a frequency of 324.0 kc/s. 
and from our observations came to the conclusion that the 3 
diametral nodes run along the 3 Y-ax6s of the quartz crystal. The 
electrodes must be placed along the Y-axis in order to excite this 
torsional type of vibration. Ihis mode showed 4 concentric nodal 
circles in addition to the 3 diametral nodes. The superposed 
vibration pattern is shov/n in Pig. 8.39 showing both stress and
-190 M -
SufjerpoSed paltfrn - Plate IV
<v
9. 38 , ™ = 1 , 594.0 kc/m..
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Pig- 3.39 ^
Fig 8-40
1^92^
reflection interference patterns.
Fig. 8.40 was obtained by exposing the plate for about 
on© hour to observe the hexagonal pattern us3.ng plane polarised 
light and then without chfluûging the position of the specimen or 
the camera the crystal was excited for m :s 1 mode and the super­
posed pattern was exposed on the photographic plate. By this 
method we were able to mark the position of the Y-axis with 
respect to the hexagonal pattern.
As it is clearly i^own, there is a definite relation between 
the hexagonal pattern and the vibration pattern. Close examin­
ation of the hexagonal pattern, shows that there are at least 
5 alternating layoro# These are often detected in natural 
pegmatite quartz* This is known by the crystellographers as 
"zoning" vdiich may be due to impurities during the process of the 
growth of the mother quartz crystal in nature ;
(3*7) Effect of large amplitude
The amplitude in the above observations was made deliberately 
aaall. If the amplitude increases, a change ia the effective 
rotatory power occurs. As a result; parts of the isoclinic 
cross mow in a direction corresponding to increased rotatory 
power. Hers the-isocliaic cross corresponds to the principle 
stress directions differing fl'ca the directions of the axes of the 
polarizer and analyser by Jialf the natural rotation in the quartz
=195=
for the wave length in use.
Since the rotatory power depends partly on the thickness 
of the specimen; the thicker the crystal the higher the optical 
rotation angle, so the effect of movement of parts of the 
isoclinics is more pronounced in thick crystals. Fig. 8.4l 
shows the m = o mode of the torsional type at a large amplitude. 
The plate has a thickness of 3*00 as • In case of thin crystals 
this effect was less pronounced hut still the amplitude should 
not be dangerously large; otherwise the thin specimen will 
fracture «
-194-
9.41 , Ti = 0 , 227.0 kc/s.
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CHAPTER IX
TN7SRFSH0MSTRIC STUDIES AND AMPLITUDE H£ASÜRB2^ S!^ S ON 
05CIIJ.ATIRG QUARTZ ANKÜLI.
(9,1)' Introduction;
Tho application of multiple-beam interference techniques to 
the study of the distribution and amplitudes of vibrations of 
quarts crystal oscillators was reported by S. Tolansky and Bardsley 
(1948, 1951 ), and extendod later by S. Tolansky and Wood (1958). 
Further details are given in S. Tolansky (I960).
TwO“boaia interference methods for examining oscillating 
quartz crystals of certain cuts, had already been earlier reported 
by Dye (1932) and by Osterberg (1929). But these methods are 
surpassed in usefulness by the multiple-beaa interference approach.
Since 1938, the quartz crystal clock of the type designed by 
L. Essen at the National Physical laboratory has been used as a 
quarts oscillator of high precision. %is is cut from a good quartz 
crystal in the form of a hollow annular thick ring with its axis 
lying in the 2-direction of the crystal, the electric axes being in 
the plane of the ring. In operation, it is excited in longitud­
inal cc23prossioa by using coaxial ring electrodes within and without 
the annulus. Theory indicates that the lowest frequency can be 
expected to have six nodes at the regions where the Z- and X-axes
•196-
cut the ring. It should be possible to support the ring at three 
of these nodes and such support will not be expected to interfere 
with the oscillations.
Dr. Essen placed at our disposal some such ring clock crystals 
vdiioh were well polished. Already Tolansky, in one of his former 
publications (I960), illustrated multiple-beam interference fringe 
pictures from one such crystal and here take up the subject again, 
making this time a detailed investigation of the vibration behaviour.
(9*2)# Experimental
The quartz rings were first examined by polarised light to 
check for freedom from defects. One flat surface was silvered and 
matched against a silvered optical flat such that sharp strai^t- 
line multiple-beam interference fringes were obtained^ crossing the 
annulus. A suitable dispersion was arranged to give some thirty 
equally spaced fringes.
% e  crystal could be excited into a variety of frequencies, 
each of «âiich led to its own characteristic change in the fringe 
pattern.
When the crystal oscillates, the moving regions alter thoir
and
positions relative to the flat/integrating, the fringes broaden out 
locally; to reveal numerously both the pattern of movement in 
the up-doim direction and also the local amplitudes. Nodes, 
antinodes and amplitudes are revealed from the fringe pattern, but
•137^
no information is yielded about any movements parallel to the 
plane. These are being far too email to affect the image seen 
in any sense at all.
The position of a fringe in relation to a fiducial mark in 
the field of view at any instant, is determined by the distance 
between the stationary surface and the vibrating surface at that 
instant, and varies with the motion; so that the amplitude of the 
motion of the fringes is proportional to the amplitude of vibration, 
and since the distance between fringes corresponds to a displacement 
of ^ /2 where is the wave length of the light used, the amplitude 
of vibration is determined by measuring the excursion of a fringe 
and the distance between fringes on the same scale. The vibration 
amplitude is expressed in fractions of a wavelength of light and 
converted to angstroms by using the wave length of the monochrcxaatic 
light used.
Fig. 9.1. shows a typical interferogram when the crystal is 
in oscillation.
An optical point of some interest is indicated by the unusual 
case with which overlapping orders can be measui'ed with considerable 
accuracy. This arises from the curious fact that tiie oscillating 
fringe has a bright outer envelope, due to the fact that in a 
sinusoidal oscillation, the effective exposure time is greater at 
the extremities of the oscillation tlian at the fast acving centre.
-198-
Pig. 9.1
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ïh© fringe therefore bèeoffles a bright envelope in consequence of 
different exposure time When observed in.transmission. Fringes 
can thus overlap, even several orders, without causing confusion^ 
In these experiments, amplitudes have been studied.
Studies have been made with several rings of Sssen types 
and those have closely similar behaviour. Therefore two rings 
have been selected as an example for detailed examination. The 
relevant dimensions in (cm.) as follows:
Table (9.1).
Quartz ring External diam. 
in cm.
Thickness along 
X-axis Z-axis 
in cm. in cm.
Mean radius 
in cm.
Calc.funda­
mental 
frequency 
kc/s.
I 3.300 0.314 , 0.949 1.40 192.8
II 6.238 0.872 Ü.706 2.68 99*6 j
(9*3)o Amplitude current relation:
When ring 11 was set intocscillaticn at 129.0 kc/s., it 
remained stable showing 18 nodal lines, (more than expected). With
increase in current the nodal pattern remained quite fixed, but the 
amplitudes at the antinodes increased in a regular linear fashion.
Fig. 9*2. shows a plot of observed amplitude of excursion at one fringe 
maximum, for five values of the R.F* current, up to 11 mA.
-200-
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It is clear that parts of the crystal are at rest and parts
in motion. The amplitude is easily measurable and can be assessed
as a funotion of the exciting current. Fig. 9.2, is a plot of
such measurements for maximum ^litudea over a range, of gero to
5000 A^, Ihe relation is linear, the current required for maximum
-6amplitude is O.36 mA per 10 cm excursion. Fig. 9. L  reveals 
two notable features. First, there are on this I8 nodes, which 
are shown numbered. Second, the amplitudes of the maxima between 
the nodes follow a quite distinct pattern. Detailed amplitude 
measurements have been made for four different values of the radio 
frequency current and combine these into a schematic diagram. Fig. 
9«3«- Here are shown nodes, numbered arbitrarily 1 to I8 and 
between are plotted amplitude distributions for different H.F. 
currents; It is notevforthy that the distribution pattern 
repetitive for each different current. The amplitude between 
radial nodes is sufficiently constant such that for any one current, 
the maximum is the same at different distances from the centre of 
the crystals.
55ierefore, the schematic diagram 9*3* is not meant to suggest 
that there are differences at different radial distances. It 
is a composite scheme to show neatly on on© diagram the variations 
of amplitude between radial nodes at different currents.
A curious as^ TJimotry emerges in that on opposing ends of a
— 202—
3000A
lOOOA
c
9 10
Schematic cfiagram showing the variation of amplitude 
with current for différent antinodes along the circum­
ference .
rig. 9,3.
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diameter, amplitudes have contrary values. Thus in the region 
1-2, amplitudes are high, but diaraetrally opposite in 10-11 they 
are low. This happens often, notably 8-9 versus l?-l8 and 5-6 
versus 14-15 etc.
Yet there is no obvious regularity or plane of symmetry.
To a close approximation, at any given antinodal region, the ratio 
of amplitude to cur;?ent is the same i.e. a linear relation like that 
of Fig. 9*2. applies to every separate region, althou^ the slopes 
differ. .
Thus in Fig, 9.4. are shown amplitude-current relation for 
opposing regions 1-2 and 10-11, and for 8-9 and .17-18, just as a 
selection from the l8 regions shown.
Fig. 9*3 shows amplitude distribution in ang^stroas versus 
distance between successive nodes around the circumference of the 
ring.
According to discussions with Esssa, one might at first 
anticipate that the two coasîial electrodes would produce alternating 
circumferential strains of opposite sign 60^ apart around the ring, 
leading to formation of six nodes. Yet ring 11 shows l8 nodes and 
another ring 1 , the dimensions of vÆtich are given in Table (9*1) 
shows 12 nodes.
It seems possible that the coupling of a flexural vibration 
of certain symmetry, is responsible for the multiplying of the nodal
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regions and this is clearly supported by the uneven distribution 
of amplitudes in Fig•9*3»
A more detailed examination of the nodes of ring 1 was made 
and the observations carried out on both front and back faces are 
with identical results* The 12 nodes do not in fact lie on 
diameters of the circle. When opposite nodal regions are joined, 
it was found, as shown clearly in Fig. 9*6», that three pairs do 
not lie on diameters, inclined at 6o^, but that the other six lie 
on lines which miss the centre of the circle.
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